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Subregional Government Alternatives Study

Section 1

INTRODUCTION & PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

INTRODUCTION

The Southeast Bus Restructuring (SABRE) Study was the last in a series of seven bus
restructuring projects conducted throughout Los Angeles County over the past six years.1 The
SABRE Study involved the largest geographic area with the most number of municipal
operators and local governments as compared to the prior projects. The SABRE Committee,
consisting of MTA staff, representatives of 26 cities, three Municipal Operators and the Gateway
Cities Council of Governments, was formed to provide input to the study. This committee had
been more active and involved in the study process than in the previous restructuring studies
greatly enhancing the results of the wo~ .

A request was made by the SABRE Committee that the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) seek funding for additional work that would
investjgate the subregional government alternatives available for implementation of SABRE Bus
Restructuring recommendations where no logical lead agency exists. MTA was able to secure
the required funding.

This report documents the results of the work conducted to identify" and evaluate
subregional govemment options to implement certain recommendations where a need existed
for institutional mechanisms to implement specific SABRE Bus Restructuring recommendations.
While implementation of subregionally governed bus service providers can be led by the MTA,
many other parties need to act in cooperation to realize the change. This may include existing
Included Municipal Operators, Gateway Council of Governments, organized labor, passenger
representatives and other government agencies?

I The Southeast Bus Restructuring Study; Recommendations For Transit Restructuring; August, 2000; Weslin
Consulting Services, Inc. The other six areas were the San Fernando Valley (1994), Westside (1997), CentIal-East
Northeast (1997), San Gabriel Valley (1997), Mid-Cities (1999) and South Bay & Gateway (1999).
2 The SABRE Committee met fifteen times during 1999 and 2000. It was chaired by the City Manager of the City
of Southgate. MfA staff support was provided to the committee throughout the project. Over seventy other
individuals participated in the meetings. A core group of several dozen dedicated representatives of transit
operators, local jurisdictions and agencies attended most meetings. Many of these individuals have actively worked
in cooperation with the MfA since the completion of the study report to implement project recommendations.
3 Subregional Governance ofMfA Bus Services; June, 1998; Booz-Allen & Hamilton Inc.
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Section 1: Introduction & Public Participation

BACKGROUND

One of the first tasks of the SABRE Committee was to review the goals for the SABRE
Bus Restructuring Study. Concern was expressed that a weakness of previous studies was the
lack of analysis regarding institutional responsibility for implementing some of the
recommendations. A new goal was added to those previously established for the project as
documented in the SABRE Study Task 2 Report, Information Collection. The goal adopted by
the committee at their February, 1999 meeting is as follows:

Goal Six: Sub-Regional Governance -- Develop options for how transit can be
provided most cost-effectively and efficiently and meet local needs better than is
now accomplished with existing institutions.

The committee identified three objectives for this goal:

1. Identify possible effective institutional structures to ensure the highest
quality and quantity of services is delivered to the Gateway Cities
residents.

2. Service recommendations shall be unbiased with regard to transit
agency, preferred mode, service configuration and institutional
arrangements, within legal constraints. In effect the study shall develop
a multi-tiered system which best serves the citizens of the Southeast
area.

3. Evaluate improvements to ancillary transit benefiting measures such as
transportation systems management and transportation demand
management actions.

The final work of the SABRE Study went through an extensive process of review,
refinement and consensus-building. The benefit of this process was the successful sponsorship
of the vast majority of the transit service and facility improvement recommendations by an
existing transit operator or local jurisdiction. The relationship of recommendations involving
existing MTA lines to Southeast area cities and the corresponding need to transfer services to
another entity is presented in Section 3, Alternatives Evaluation.

Some transit service proposals were changed several times in an attempt to reach
agreement on what changes had the greatest merit in terms of their value to the rider,
community and a potential sponsoring institutional entity. At this time, all transit service
proposals in the SABRE Study Final Report have a promising candidate sponsor. This· report
outlines the process used to identify those transit service propos~ls that required further
evaluation to identify subregional governance issues and options, and the parameters
underlying the challenges in pursuing certain courses of action.

The efforts and strategies to involve a broad audience composed of local elected
officials, key governmental administrators, and representative special interest groups as well as
the general public are outlined in the following portions of this section, Introduction and Public
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Section 1: Introduction & Public Participation

Participation. The initial work of the Subregional Government Alternatives Study, which focused
on collecting information about existing mechanisms for addressing sub-regional governance
and previous studies that have investigated similar issues, is presented in Section 2,
Background Information. The identification and evaluation of alternatives for those SABRE
Study recommendations requiring unique institutional arrangements is also contained in Section
3, Alternatives Evaluation.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

The SABRE Study has maintained an intensive and ongoing public participation
program. Regular meeting and activity notices were faxed to a list of over one hundred project
participants representing a large spectrum of interests. This report highlights those
presentations, meetings and events related to building an understanding regarding the need for
certain transit service recommendations for which there was no obvious lead agency and a
need existed to address governance alternatives.

During the last few months of 1999, a round of presentations was conducted to explain
the SABRE Study proposals. Many of those presentations involved geographic areas within the
Southeast where there was no strong need for identifying subregional governance issues and
options because appropriate local transit providers had been participating in the study,
supported the changes offered by the study and were prepared to be involved in the
implementation process including ultimately operating some route segments previously
operated by MTA. In other cases, some of those presentations touched upon subregional
governance issues with audiences keenly interested in the merits of the project
recommendations that would possibly not be implemented due to a lack of a sponsoring agency
to fund and operate the improvements.

. In one sub-regional area a significant re-orientation of services to better reflect intra
subregional travel needs has been recommended. Six existing MTA lines (56, 105, 107, 112,
114 and 119) have been recommended for modification to strengthen regional operations while
offering several new frequently operating loop routes to better serve community-oriented
tripmaking. In addition to providing increased levels of service within this sub-area, these
circulators significantly improve the travel between communities. They permit the enhancement
of schedule coordination including the use of timed connections on clocked headway intervals at
the proposed Huntington Park Transit Center. The details of these proposed community
circulator routes are contained in the SABRE Study Final Report and are summarized in Section
3 of this report.

This proposal for a coordinated set of community circulators was presented to the
Southgate and Huntington Park City Councils in December, 1999. Other presentations were
made during this time period to key stakeholders, government staff, city managers, special
purpose agencies, and other community groups. Comrnents and words of support for
addressing governance issues were received at these presentations. Special focus group
discussions were hosted with riders to further test the merits of the service changes. All of
these public participation activities served to offer growing support to strengthen the need to
advance several community circulators into this Subregional Govemance effort to search for a
solution to allow them to be implemented.
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Section 1: Introduction & Public Participation

) The vast majority of SABRE Study recommendations do not involve issues with regard
to identifying a responsible implementation jurisdiction or agency. Most proposals involve a
change to a MTA line that should continue to be operated by MTA and MTA staff supports the
proposal and intends to implement the change. In some cases, a transfer to another transit
operator is desirable because the service is not regional and a candidate recipient of the revised
services exists that is a more appropriate operator of the service. These situations often
involved substantial public participation.

Such a case existed with MTA lines serving the City of La Mi~ada. In January, a
presentation was made to the La Mirada City Council involving the transfer of services and
realignment of several routes to better serve riders. Comments received dUring that meeting
directly resulted in changes to study proposals and progress toward agreements among three
existing transit operators to implement project recommendations has been achieved.

The office of Congresswoman Roybal-Allard has been very involved and supportive of
possible strategies to assist in assuring that SABRE Study recommendations are communicated
to as many constituents, organizations and interested parties as possible. A meeting with the
Gateway COG city managers on March 9,' 2000 was very positive and helpful in providing
guidance on special issues regarding institutional arrangements.

Another meeting on March 21, 2000 was held with the municipal operators and a
presentation was made to the Gateway COG Transportation Committee on April 5, 2000.
These and other meetings held with key government officials significantly influenced the
direction of the investigation into subregional governance options. The creation of
transportation zones as discussed in the next section of this report was discussed at these
meetings. There was hesitancy expressed by most meeting participants to participate if a
geographically large zone were formed. Since there was no need or support for a large
transportation zone, most of the discussions during the public participation process focused on
the factors, procedures and conditions associated with a smaller zone if this approach were to
be given further consideration. The guidelines for forming a transportation zone are presented
in the next section of this report and the appropriateness of using a zone in the Southeast is
evaluated in the subsequent section.

A meeting was held with the Joint Working Group consisting of representatives from the
Bus Riders' Union and the MTA on April 5, 2000. A briefing was provided on the study, the
process, and the study goals. No specific concerns were expressed. The SABRE Study draft
report was provided to the Bus Riders' Union for their comments.

The implementation of the improvements in the SCDC (Southeast Community
Development Corporation) area as presented in Section 3 of this report has been a more
challenging part of the project. A meeting with the SCDC city managers took place on April 18,
2000 to review the results of a review of governance altematives~ and a number of other
meetings that had taken place to work toward a viable list of options for implementation.
Meetings had taken place with Huntington Park and Commerce to discuss subregional
governance options.

The proposed community circulators, their govemance options and an assessment of
their pros and cons was presented on April 27, 2000 to the SCDC Board. The Board acted
positively and aggressively by requesting the Transit Director for Commerce Transit lead a
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Section 1: Introduction & Public Participation

) special committee and return to them with options on how to implement the circulators.
Subsequent meetings led to the most recent action by the Commerce City Council to support
further investigation into having Commerce serve as the sponsoring agency for operating the
proposed SCDC area community circulators. It is important that Commerce get involved in a
lead role because Commerce is the closest Included Municipal Operator (IMO) to the SCDC
area and the formation of a transportation zone seems less promising as a viable course of
action. The basis for this action is outlined in the presentation of the evaluation of alternatives in
Section 3.

Overall, the meetings associated with the public participation process were positive and
progressive. Ways were continuously being found to accomplish all of the recommendations
and improvements included in the SABRE Study. The study's entire package of improvements
have been strengthened through these meetings in terms of what works best for the riders, what
is possible under current programmatic and legislative constraints, what the difficulties are in
implementation, and what can be done to move forward.
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Subregional Government Alternatives Study

Section 2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

OVERVIEW

The initial technical task involved collecting, reviewing and assessing the applicability of
a substantial amount of legislative, regulatory and analytical documentation that bears upon the
questions of subregional governance of transit services. Critical background reviewed in this
section includes the MTA Transportation Zone Guidelines, MTA's Subregional Governance
Report dated June 19, 1998, the Consent Decree and other related PUC codes and legal
findings as well as models used to establish a new institutional framework for providing new or
revised transit services in Los Angeles County.

The following documents the implications of this material. It presents the existing
mechanisms for addressing sub-regional governance and the previous studies that have
investigated similar issues. The most common reference in this regard are the Transportation
Zone .Guidelines and the MTA Sub-Regional Governance Study. These are reviewed in the
following sections.

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION ZONE GUIDELINES

The MTA's "Local Transportation Zone Guidelines" are used to establish and operate
local transportation zones in Los Angeles County.1 The Public Utilities Code provides the MTA
with the authority to establish a zone and determine governing methods.2 The MTA must legally
involve the county, cities, and local public agencies in establishing zones. The following
provides an overview of the definition and purpose of a transportation zone, general
requirements for creating a zone, funding considerations, criteria for determining the success of
a Transportation Zone, application requirements and the approval process. The complete
"Local Transportation Zone Guidelines" are included as an attachment,to this report.

I Local Transportation Zone Guidelines; Los Angeles Metropolitan Transportation Authority; April 28, 1999.
2 Specific sections of the Public Utilities Codes providing the authority include Section 130261 which states the
MTA may only establish local zones in those areas where it is determined by eight affirmative votes that the MTA
or municipal operator(s) cannot provide cost effective, adequate and responsive local transportation services.
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Section 2: Background Information

Transportation Zone Definition and Purpose

The Public Utilities Code defines a ''Transportation Zone" as "cities or unincorporated
areas which contain at least one economic center or major trip generator in which there is a
large percentage of short- and medium- length transit trips. ,,3 The MTA requires the
Transportation Zone to have at least one major trip generator and over half of all routes being
transferred to have an average transit trip length of less than five miles. The goal is for services
in the zone to complement regional services and provide adequate and responsive local
services cost-effectively.

The purpose of a Transportation Zone is to provide a more efficient and effective
governing and management structure for transit operations within a specified geographic area.
The following are the guiding principles for creation of a Transportation Zone:

1. To improve the cost effectiveness of providing transportation services
in Los Angeles County - The MTA must maximize the use of taxpayer
dollars by providing the most possible service for the least possible cost. The
Zone must provide service at a lower cost than the existing operator(s).

2. To increase local control of transportation services - The MTA must be
responsive to public transit needs at the local level. The Zone must improve
the management and responsiveness of public transit in the proposed service
area.

3. To increase the amount of transportation service in Los Angeles County
- The MTA must continue to ensure that amount of transportation service
grows in order to meet mobility, air quality, and access goals for the county.
The Zone must re-invest savings into service improvements.

4. In implementing a zone, other transit services in the county will be
preserved - The MTA will ensure that as an act of transferring transit
services to a zone, no other transit services funded by the MTA are placed at
risk or incur significant negative impacts. Further, no ridership group outside
the zone will incur diminished transit services as a result of zone
implementation.

General Requirements For Creating A Transportation Zone

There are five criteria used to determine the eligibility of a Transportation Zone
application. A Transportation Zone must restructure existing service, share common transit
problems and goals, commit to a basic level of service, contain sufficient size and demonstrate
operating costs lower than those of the existing operator(s) of the service to be transferred. 4

3 See Public Utilities Code Section 130003.
4 The term "restructure" used in the context of subregional governance should not be confused with same term used
in the Southeast Bus Restructuring (SABRE) Study or other restructuring studies. The first refers to institutional
restructuring which must achieve a cost-savings and may not necessarily result in route modifications; whereas, the
latter refers to route restructuring to achieve operational improvements which involves route modifications but may
not necessarily result in a cost-savings.
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Section 2: Background Information

The following list highlights each of the five eligibility criteria and their corresponding
application requirement:

1. Restructure Existing Service. A proposed Transportation Zone must seek to
restructure public transit services funded by the MTA.5

,

• The application must demonstrate that the Transportation Zone can
provide service in a more cost-effective manner than the existing
operator(s).

2. Share Common Transit Problems and Goals. A proposed Transportation Zone must
share common transit problems and goals.

• The application must be jointly filed by all jurisdictions governing the
proposed geographic area.

3. Commit To A Basic Level of Service. A proposed Transportation Zone must have an
Operational Plan that outlines a commitment to a basic level of service. 6

• The application must justify any service modifications, must identify the
process for coordinating with intersecting services and must accept
responsibility for any additional ADA required complementary paratransit
service costs due to its actions.

. 4. Lower Cost. A proposed Transportation Zone must have a Financial Plan that
demonstrates lower operating costs than those of the existing operator(s) of the
service to be transferred. 7

• The application must show a 15% cost savings by the end of the se.cond
year using one of four measures.8

5 "Restructure" is defined as operating existing service at a lower cost than currently provided by the existing
operator(s) and/or modifYing service and operating it at a lower cost than currently provided by the existing
operator(s). "Funded by the MTA" is defined as service that receives funding from the MTA under "included
operator" status as defined by state law. .
6 The ''Operational Plan" is an explicit requirement with ten categorical elements outlmed in the Local
Transportation Zone Guidelines in Section III. C. 1. on pages 15-17.
7 The "Financial Plan" is an explicit requirement with five categorical elements outlined in the Local Transportation
Zone Guidelines in Section III. C. 2. on page 17.
8 The cost savings achieved by the proposed Transportation Zone for the services transferred could be a minimum of
a 15% lower a) subsidy per passenger, b) total cost for comparable service, c) fully allocated cost per passenger
boarding, or d) fully allocated cost per revenue vehicle service hour. Sections II. C. & D. in the Local
Transportation Zone Guidelines identify the factors to be used in computing cost eligibility and savings.
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Section 2: Background Information

5. Contain Sufficient Size - A proposed Transportation Zone must have sufficient size to
effectively provide subregional service.

• The application must include a minimum of three contiguous communities
or a minimum of 50 square miles. The size is limited to a maximum of
500 peak buses and cannot transfer more than 20% of MTA systemwide
bus ridership and revenue.

Eligible Services and Cost Effectiveness

All current or proposed services operating entirely within the geographic boundaries of a
proposed Transportation Zone and funded by the MTA are eligible for transfer. The MTA may
require that a certain level of service be provided on specific "regionally significant" lines to
ensure regional mobility and access.9 The Transportation Zone may propose a more cost
effective approach to providing ADA required complementary paratransit services. This
proposal may be accepted or rejected at the discretion of MTA without impacting other elements
of the application. If accepted, the Zone would receive funding and share in cost savings
related to these services in a manner consistent with funding for other services.

The Transportation Zone must demonstrate that it can operate the transferred services
at lower costs. The guidelines include specifications for computing these lower costs. The
Transportation Zone applicant must: 1) use most current budgeted fully allocated cost data, 2)
use audited data for the same fiscal year detailing fully allocated costs, 3) use a separate list for
capital asset transfers and new capital investment costs, 4) use all applicable administrative
costs, including management, support services, planning, and indirect costs, and 5) use a cost
reduction plan that demonstrates the reduction of direct and indirect costs as a result of the
Transportation Zone.10

Eligible operating costs include planning, administrative, and indirect costs. Costs for
leasing fixed facilities and revenue vehicles are eligible as capital costs. Operating funds
transferred shall not be used to purchase or construct fixed facilities, or to purchase revenue

9 "Regionally Significant" lines are listed and adopted by the MTA. A Transportation Zone applicant should use the
most recent MTA adopted list of"Regionally Significant" lines at the time of pre-application submittal to determine
whether or not a line is regionally significant. The MTA may set service levels for "Regionally Significant" service
including, but not limited to, fares, schedule, load factor, and public information. Inclusion of"Regionally
Significant" service operating partially within a proposed Transportation Zone requires specific approval by the
MTA. If the MTA's definition of"regionally significant" or the required level of service on ''regionally significant"
lines creates a new service mandate and increases the cost ofproviding service above the baseline approved in the
Zone application, then the MTA shall provide additional funding (Le., the difference between additional operating
costs of the Zone to deliver the service and additional operating revenues) to the Zone to provide such service
changes.
10 "Fully Allocated Costs" refers to the accounting ofall overhead, indirect and shared costs attributable in some
proportion to transit operating costs. Ifa Zone operates services in addition to those contained in the application, it
must allocate costs incurred that benefit both services using a cost allocation plan reviewed by a Certified Public
Accountant for reasonableness. One time cost impacts of the transition should be identified separately from ongoing
annual savings. The MTA Board of Directors may obtain an independent expert opinion to validate the Zone's
proposed costs and the cost reduction potential calculated by the Transportation Zone applicant.
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Section 2: Background Information

vehicles, with the exception of shared cost savings. Capital costs of revenue vehicles, facilities,
non-revenue vehicles and other assets are eligible using capital funds transferred to the zone.

Funding Considerations

Available transit operating and capital funds include a mix of federal, state~ local, and
other funding sources. Certain funds are allocated by the MTA to eligible recipients (known as
Included Municipal Operators or "included operators" and "IMOs" ) using a formula (known as
the Formula Allocation Procedure or "FAP") on an annual basis.11 A Percentage share is
determined for each IMO and distributed based upon audited operating statistics.

A Zone may be designated as an "included operator" by the MTA Board and receive
funds through the FAP once success has been demonstrated.12 The MTA will claim and receive
credit for Zone operations under the FAP until the Zone becomes an included operator. Due to
the requirements of the FAP, the Zone records and reports audited operating statistics to the
MTA, including miles operated, passenger fare revenues, base cash fare, and any other
requirements of the FAP. 13

Consequently, the funding for a Transportation Zone must occur in two phases. First,
short term funds are used in place of formula funds. The MTA claims the FAP credit for the
Transportation Zone operations until the Zone becomes an included operator which triggers the
second phase. The second phase occurs when the "Final Determination" is made for the
Transportation Zone to become an "included operator. ,,14 This will take at least three years.
The Transportation Zone Guidelines contain explicit requirements necessary to address short
term operating and capital funding for a Transportation Zone. The following sections highlight
the provisions for short term operating and capital funding.

Operating Funding

The operating funding approach in the short term follows several basic principles:

• Every effort will be made to ensure that no rider group looses transit
service or resources as the result of Zone creation. The eXisting
operator(s) are not to loose revenues and funding in excess of expected
cost savings from the transfer of services and assets to a Zone.

II The tenn "Included Municipal Operator" is defined under PUC section 99207. The ternl. is often abbreviated to
refer to an "included operator" or an "IMO." Achieving IMO status is essential for a Transportation Zone to be able
to receive the long tenn operating funds that may be transferred from a currently designated "IMO." The specific
operating funds allocated include Transportation Development Act funds, Federal fonnula funds available for
operating subsidies as authorized under Section 1607a ofTitle 49 of the United States'Code, and State Transit
Assistance funds distributed by fonnula among public transit operators in Los Angeles County.
12 The success of the Zone is detennmed by the MTA as outlined in the Transportation Zone Guidelines, Section V.
MTA Approval Process, G. Final Detennination.
13 See Public Utilities Code Section 99245 regarding annu</.l fiscal audit requirements.
14 The tenn "Final Determination" is defined in Section V. G., Transportation Zone Guidelines. Short term funding
can exist for a period ofat least three years until such time that the Transportation Zone has satisfied six criteria
related to becoming an included operator.
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• Funding transfers are based on budgeted costs and adjusted for actual
audited results.

• The base operating fund amount transferred is determined considering
the base service level transferred. Zones must fund service
improvements and operating revenue reductions from shared cost
savings.

• The zone and existing operator(s) will share equally in any cost savings
from zone implementation.

• Special issues shall be addressed as necessary (e.g., lower cost
approach to complementary paratransit services, participation in regional
security services, one time transition costs).

• Should MTA require the Zone to increase services beyond that proposed
in the initial operating plan, MTA will provide subsidies equal to the net
operating cost (Le., operating costs for new required services less
operating revenue for these services).

• The intent is to hold both the zone and the existing operator(s) financially
responsible for financial performance. Both parties must avoid cost
overruns.

These principles are incorporated into the short term operating funding methodology
outlined in detail in the Transportation Zone Guidelines including an example application.15

Capital Funding and Assets

The asset transfer and capital funding approach in the short term follows several basic
principles:

• Capital assets dedicated to the operation of service transferred to the
Transportation Zone shall be transferred unless the Zone proposes an
alternative method of providing necessary capital assets.

• A different distribution of capital assets (e.g., fleet age, fleet mix, fuel
type) may be negotiated that may facilitate the procurement or
operational strategy of one or more of the parties.

• Capital funds shall be transferred to the Transportation Zone based on
the capital improvement plan, bus procurement plan or other relevant
documents that identify capital investments dedicated to services
transferred to the Zone. The Zone shall be responsible for securing all

15 The "Operating Funding Methodology" is an explicit requirement with seven categorical elements outlined in the
Local Transportation Zone Guidelines in Section II. E.!. on page 9. Table 3 on page 11 provides an example.
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Section 2: Background Information

necessary capital assets to provide the level of service identified in its
Operating Plan, except that the MTA shall provide any additional capital
assets and/or funding required to meet service improvements mandated
by the MTA.

• Capital funds shall be transferred to the Transportation Zones in a
manner similar to operating subsidies. The capital funds programmed by
the existing operator for the exclusive benefit of services transferred to
the Transportation Zone comprise the maximum capital funds available
for transfer by year.

• Every effort will be made to provide flexible funds for the savings amount
shared, improving the Transportation Zone's ability to use these dollars
for capital or operating expenditures.

• The Transportation Zone may incorporate its capital acquisitions into the
existing operator plans or secure its capital assets separately.

• If the Transportation Zone does not utilize some or all of the existing
operator(s') capital assets, then the existing operator shall incorporate
such assets into its remaining operations to the maximum extent possible.

• 'Ownership and disposition of capital assets shall be specified in the
contract for operation of the zone.

Criteria for Determining Success

. The Transportation Zone Guidelines identify four criteria for defining a successful
Transportation Zone. The Transportation Zone must have:

1. Lowered Costs - The Transportation Zone must have demonstrated
lower costs verified by an independent auditor.

2. Demonstrated Public Support - Public support must be demonstrated
by an increase in ridership or demonstration of customer satisfaction and
support of local governments in the zone

3. Maintained Regional Service Standards - Regional coordination has
been maintained and service has not been degraded. There must be
verification that the Transfer Agreement has been implemented, the
Transportation Zone accepts MTA passes and tokens, and no fares are
higher than those of the MTA for comparable services. 16 The existing
operator's performance has not been significantly impacted and Included

16 The "Transfer Agreement" is outlined in Section III. C. ofthe Transportation Zone Guidelines.
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Operators countywide will not be significantly impacted when the
Transportation Zone claims funds under the FAP.17

4. Continued Successful Operation - The likelihood of continued
successful operation by the Zone under the MTA rules governing included
transit operators as measured by the following assurances:

a. Assurance that the Zone will submit a Short Range Transit Plan in
accordance with MTA Guidelines and regionally significant service
coordination requirements, if any regionally significant routes are
transferred to the Zone;

b. Assurance that state and federal reporting requirements have been
satisfied (e.g., TDA, National Transit Database forms, Triennial
Performance Audit and general compliance requirements of FTA and
Caltrans);

c. Assurance that there will be continued demonstrated ability to operate
(with reasonable impact on service and fares) under the adopted
countywide policies and programs impacting included operators and
the ability to operate within FAP and other included operator funding;
and

d. Assurance that other included operators will not incur significant
negative impacts to service or MTA funding levels as a result of
granting the Zone included operator status.

e. Assurance that no significant negative impacts are unmitigated in
terms of ridership (e.g., fares and service), employees, the existing
operator(s), use of capital assets, and countywide transit operations
as a result of establishment of the Transportation Zone as an included
operator.

MTA will periodically evaluate the operation of the Zone as measured against the
success criteria and the performance measurement programs. If the Zone is found to be not
meeting the criteria, the Authority may require steps to bring the Zone into conformance with the
criteria, or return services and funding to the existing operator(s).

Application Requirements

Creation of a Transportation Zone is a complex undertaking. The jurisdictions
constituting a proposed Transportation Zone must designate one ~or more representatives
authorized as the official representatives(s) to the MTA. The representative is responSible for
submitting all required documentation described in the Guidelines. The applicant will need to
work cooperatively and coordinate with the MTA and the existing operator(s) of the service

17 "Performance" as measured by the NTD, TDA and TPM Program and other approaches deemed appropriate by
theMTA.
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proposed for transfer. All cities and/or county that constitute part of a proposed Zone must
agree to support the Zone for a minimum of one year once service has been initiated. After one
year, a city or county may withdraw from the Zone under certain conditions.

The existing operator whose service will be replaced by the Zone will review the pre
application and application for significant impact; supply cost data and operational data for the
specific services to be transferred; coordinate with the applicant in development of a transfer
agreement; identify the transfer of capital, staff, agreements and systems; and cooperate with
any MTA appointed expert to review costs and plans.

The MTA staff will assist the applicant to determine compliance with the Guidelines; to
establish the general schedule; to review and circulate the pre-application and application; to
ensure compliance with legal requirements; and to coordinate unresolved issues. Issues that
cannot be resolved at the staff level will be resolved by the MTA Board of Directors.

A pre-application is required that identifies existing services proposed for transfer. This
is circulated to the impacted parties for review and comment. The applicant proceeds with the
formal application and Operational and Financial Plans following review of proposed changes.

Operational Plan

The Transportation Zone Guidelines identify ten specific items that need to be
addressed by the Operational Plan which include the following: 18

• Description of the proposed Transportation Zone;

• Description of current transit service;

• Description of any unmet transit needs;

• Description of proposed service;

• Specific proposal for integrating any regionally significant services, fares,
schedules, public information, and marketing;

• Demonstration that the proposed system will have the same level of
scheduled service and adequate capacity to carry ridership and will comply
with future year performance standards;

• Formal transfer agreement between applicant and regional carrier for fixed
route and general public operation including identifying coordinated transfer
locations within the service area, assuring use of shared bus stops at transfer
locations, assuring schedules minimizing wait time, assuring amenities at
pulse point transfer locations, assuring customer information service,
assuring acceptance of interagency transfers and not allowing closed door
bus stop policy for regional service;

• Agreement to accept MTA passes and tokens with reimbursement;

• Description of the transition plan to implement the proposed service; and,

• Specific plan for mitigating potential significant negative impacts.

18 The "Operational Plan" is outlined in Section III. C. 1. of the Transportation Zone Guidelines on pages 15-17.
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Financial Plan

The Transportation Zone Guidelines identify five specific items that need to be
addressed by the Financial Plan which include the following: 19

• Existing transit costs within the Zone;

• Identification of the 15% cost savings;

• Summary of proposed fares and inter-operator fare agreements;-

• Proposed budget; and,

• Identification of fund sources.

Assurances and Understandings

The Transportation Zone Guidelines identify eight specific assurances and
understandings that need to be addressed by the Applicant which include the following:

• Zone assumes all responsibilities for CEQA and other state law compliances;

• Zone will establish air quality policies with SCAG and SCAQMD;

• Zone will comply with all relevant and applicable federal, state, and local
requirements (affirmative action, fair labor, transit accessibility, safety, etc.);20

• Zone will utilize State Controller's Uniform System of Accounts and Records
to accommodate uses and disbursements of MTA subsidies;

• Zone will comply with all reporting requirements;

• Zone will provide documentation of consultation with existing operator(s) and
MTA;

• Zone will provide description of local review process appropriate for
geographic size of Zone; and,

• Zone will prOVide certification that the Administrative Structure, Operat10nal
Plan and Financial Plan have been approved by jurisdictions within the Zone.

Options For Administering A Transportation Zone

The affected jurisdictions must propose an administrative structure. Any legally
authorized administrative structure is permitted as long as such a structure does not violate or
contradict the rules or intent of the Transportation Zone guidelines or state law.

19 The "Financial Plan" is outlined in Section III. C. 2. of the Transportation Zone Guidelines on page 17.
20 This includes all relevant and applicable federal, state, and local requirements enacted after the publication of the
Local Transportation Zone Guidelines such as Senate Bill No.llOl, approved by the Governor on September 30,
2000. The bill requires a transportation zone to assume and be bound by the terms and conditions ofemployment
set forth in any collective bargaining agreements between MTA and any labor organizations affected by the creation
of the transportation zone.
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MTA Approval Process

The following steps outline the MTA approval process:

• Staff Review - Review of application to ensure compliance with Guidelines.

• MTA Public Hearing - Held to receive public testimony.

• MTA Findings - The MTA Board will review steps and create the Zone if with
eight votes, it makes the findings related to current transit operator's ability to
provide the cost effective, adequate and responsive service.

• MTA Action - With the required findings, the Authority would approve with
eight votes the creation of the Zone, Administrative structure, transfer of
assets, employees, agreements and systems as appropriate, establish an
initial funding level for the Zone, and direct staff to prepare a contract with the
Zone.

• Contract - A contract will be used until the Zone becomes an Included
Municipal Operator. The contract will include creation, funding, reporting,
monitoring, etc.

• Monitoring - The MTA will monitor the Zone against Success Criteria, Transit
Performance Measurement Program, and Regional service, fare and other
policies.

• Final Determination - After three years, and satisfaction of criteria to be an
"included operator", MTA will make the final determination for continued
operation.

• Failure to Meet Success Criteria - The Authority may withdraw funding,
transfer funding back to the existing operator, or allow the Zone to continue
service on an interim basis.

SERVICE TRANSFERS

A large portion of the sub-regional and local service supporting the regional transit
network operated by MTA in the Southeast study area is provided by other Included Municipal
Operators: Montebello Bus Lines, Long Beach Public Transportation Company, Commerce
Municipal Bus Lines, La Mirada Transit, and Norwalk Transit System. MTA also operates sub
regional, and in some cases, local services in the Southeast region even though MTA is
primarily charged with providing regional service throughout Los Angeles County. It is not
essential that the MTA directly operate all regionally significant bus lines. At the .MTA's
discretion, some or all of these can be operated for the MTA by otbers. The MTA would be
responsible for planning the bus route, establishing the regional fare media that would be
honored on these lines, establish performance and service quality standards, and develop the
bus operating schedules. The criteria for selecting a bus line as a candidate for designation as
a Regionally Significant Bus Line are those that support the need to improve long distance
mobility on buses. These include the follOWing:
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• The line must travel between two or more sub-regions;
• have a high percentage of passengers making longer trips;
• have a high percentage of interaction with other bus routes;
• have relatively higher ridership;
• have the propensity to offer relatively faster bus speeds; and
• have the potential for limited stop services.

Most regional lines operate over long distances and serve many different communities.
Many frequently serviced regional bus lines also have infrequently serviced. portions, particularly
in the southern and eastern portions of the Southeast area. These less frequently serviced
lines, which generally have peak headways of 30 to 60 minutes, comprise a large number of
sub-regional and local services in the Southeast area. Sub-regional services may connect a
few communities whereas local services primarily operate within one community. The tail ends
of many MTA regional lines have served as surrogates for sub-regional and local services
where the absence of a city system or Included Municipal Operator created a need that would
otherwise not have been met.21

Providing non-regional services with a route that is primarily designed to offer regional
connections often detracts from the quality of that regional service. It is sometimes beneficial to
explore the divestiture or transfer of services of MTA operated non-regional services to· another
Included Municipal Operator more suited to operate sub-regional services in a geographic area
that can be more readily and potentially more cost-effectively served by that other operator.

In certain circumstances MTA has been able to delete portions of lines that no longer
provide a regional service, or were a part of lines that were operated under contract. MTA has
been able to transfer contracted lines that were a part of the thirteen lines which MTA had
negotiated with the unions. MTA is not able to transfer non-contract lines to another operator
and provide them with FAP funding for operation of that service, since this would be in violation
of the labor contract. There are restrictions with a transfer of other than thirteen contracted
lines. The only reason MTA has been able to transfer lines recently is that those thirteen lines
were part of the labor agreement provisions MTA negotiated with the unions. Those provisions
allow the MTA to contract and transfer services to other operators. MTA has not been able to
transfer any lines that were not a part of the thirteen contracted lines.22

MTA's enabling legislation (AS 1246, 1976) requires the Authority to maXimize the
effectiveness of existing of existing resources by giving priority to low cost transit improvements.
In addition, AS 1246 declares that local communities should be given more responsibilities for
designing and providing local transit services to improve the responsiveness of public transit to

21 See SABRE Study Final Report; Appendix E for examples.
22 Section 99283 of the TDA allows for the transfer of services and includes a requirement for the interchange of
transfers on an appropriate basis between the operators. Section 99280 addresses the addition or extension ofroutes
and provides that "An included municipal operator shall not establish a public transportation system either by adding
new routes or extending routes, by acquisition or otherwise, outside of the area that would be formed by joining all
points that are three-quarters ofone mile from any point ofany of its regularly scheduled routes in existence or in
operation on March 1, 1971." This area is known as the "reserved service area." Consequently, a transfer of service
must be achieved through a cOQperative agreement between the operators, involved. The IDA specifically provides
that "The establishment of new routes, or the extension of existing routes, outside the boundaries of an included
municipal operator, but within the reserved service area, shall not be permitted where the operation or establishment
of such routes will compete with or divert patronage ... "
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public needs, and specifically empowers MTA to create local Transportation Zones where the
existing transit operator cannot otherwise provide adequate and responsive local transportation
services in a cost effective manner. In the case of Transportation Zone creation, fully allocated
operating costs must be used in this determination. However, when transferring one or two
lines to an existing operator, no specific standard of cost identification appears to be mandated.
In many such cases, the service being transferred represents' a small proportion of MTA
services. There is no formal MTA Board Policy or guidelines for the transfer of Jines. The
existing Included Municipal Operators' marginal cost has been applied in these cases. There is
no requirement that a "Financial Plan" as specified in the Transportation Zone Guidelines be
prepared and submitted to demonstrate a lower service cost by the end of the second year
when considering the transfer of lines between two included operators. This is reasonable· in
light of the small impact such transfers between included operators have on total MTA
operations.

In general the MTA attempts to negotiate with the respective Municipal Operator(s) in
the transfer of lines so that there is acceptance of MTA's monthly pass. MTA in return will
negotiate to reimburse the operator for accepting the pass media. There is no hard and fast
policy or requirement for this, however acceptance of MTA's pass provides a seamless travel for
the passenger. When MTA is considering the transfer of lines there are other items that are
considered. The following list is not exhaustive of all items, but provides examples: impact on
riders, labor provisions, fare integration, schedule coordination, formula allocation impacts,
Consent Decree requirements, nature of bus routes (regional service versus community
circulator service), layover locations, availability of equipment, span of service, political input,
governance provisions, up front funding for two years and other MTA legal requirements. MTA
is committed to continue working with the Included Municipal Operators to reach agreement on
transfer of lines or line segments where applicable.

In many cases, MTA has chosen to directly contract operations of sub-regional lines to
third party management companies at operating costs per hour in the $50 range. Such
operation makes it difficult to later transfer such service to another operator in the region based
upon cost savings because the operating costs of most municipal operators is sometimes higher
than the contracted service cost. Normally, it is recognized by all parties involved in a potential
service transfer that service quality, local control and integration of subregional routes must be
considered together with cost considerations.

The process of transferring services between MTA and another existing service provider
is somewhat similar to the formation of a transportation zone in the manner in which cost
savings is estimated but is nowhere near as stringent in terms of initiating and enacting
changes. The farebox revenue being transferred along with the service must be taken into
account when calculating the cost of services being transferred. In many cases, segmented
farebox data is not available and this revenue must be estimated using ridership aloflg the
affected alignment and assigning a fare equivalent to each rider in to estimate fare revenue.

The transfer of services must take into consideration complementary services such as
ADA services, services mandated by the Consent Decree and must be sensitive to any and all
collective bargaining agreements in effect.

Any capital costs required in support of transferred services is negotiable and may be
the responsibility of the operator assuming operations, including vehicles, maintenance and
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operating facilities, transit centers, shelters, benches, etc. Administrative costs associated with
the operation of such services must be included in the recipient agency's operating cost
estimates.

MTA recently negotiated with Municipal Operators to operate transferred lines with
service levels and span of service equal to that in effect at the time of transfer. Subsequent
changes may be made based upon the operator's own operating experience with the line.
Since there are no formal gUidelines for the transfer of lines, it is desirable to reach written
agreement on these points with the affected Included Municipal Operator.

INCLUDED MUNICIPAL OPERATOR FUNDING

An Included Municipal Operator is legally defined in state TDA law.23 Such status allows
the transit operator to receive funds from federal and state sources.24 The MTA has adopted
nine criteria for being designated as an Included Municipal Operator, among them which are the
following: require a transit system to have been in operation for at least three years; submit an
annual Short Range Transit Plan to the MTA; be integrated and coordinated with intersecting or
adjoining public transit systems; and, have a management information and accounting system
adequate to meet the data gathering requirements of the Transportation Development Act and
Section 15 of the Urban Mass Transit Act administered by the Federal Transit Administration.
The MTA Board is required to formally make a finding that an entity desiring such status meets
the adopted criteria for designation as an Included Municipal Operator.25

Funding and farebox revenue impacts associated with a new Transportation Zone or the
transfer of services between Included Municipal Operators must take into account the change in
the FAP allocations received by the Included Municipal Operators since the formula allocations
will increase to the assuming party and decrease to the relinquishing party. Unlike the
requirements for creation of a Transportation Zone, transfer of individual route segment services
can be initiated by either the MTA or by another operator desiring to operate a sub-regional or
local MTA line. However. there is no bridge funding of such transfers available. The assuming
operator must fund the operation of such service in its entirety for the first two years before a
permanent FAP funding allocation can be computed based upon those two years' operations
experience.

23 Section 99207 (d) defines an Included Municipal Operator. Section 99285 outlines the procedures, exceptions
and related provisions for fund allocation including the basis of the formula which "shall consider, among other
things, the fare revenue to operating cost ratio and the public transit service mileage ofeach operator in the authority
0,perating area... "
2 The specific funds allocated include Transportation Development Act funds, Federal formula funds available for
operating subsidies as authorized under Section 1607a ofTitle 49 of the United States Code, and State Transit
Assistance funds distributed by formula among public transit operators in Los Angeles County.
25 See MTA memorandum to the Planning and Programming Committee dated August 25, 1995. Under PUC
section 99207 an IMO (Included Municipal Operator) is defined as any city or unincorporated area within the
County ofLos Angeles that: (1) is not receiving adequate local public transportation services, as determined by the
MTA, from either the MTA or any currently included municipal operator as defined in this section; and (2) that
meets the criteria established by the MTA, taking into consideration, among other things, the cost to provide such
services, the amount of such services needed in the county or city, the funds available to provide such services, and
the amount of such services provided in other areas of the county as compared to their needs."
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The FAP formula consists of a fifty (50) percent weight on in-service revenue vehicle
mileage and a fifty (50) percent weight on Fare Units (defined as total farebox revenue divided
by the base fare). The formula is applied to data from the most recent year for which audited
actual results are available, usually the second year prior to the year of allocation. The MTA is
responsible for auditing (as a part of the Consolidated Audit) all data submitted by the Included
Municipal Operators and Eligible Operators. This includes revenue mileage, farebox revenue
and base fare which are a part of the calculations used to determine the formula shares for each
operator. Eligible Operators receive Proposition A Discretionary Funds in lieu of TDA and STA
dollars. Proposition C Discretionary funds are not a part of the FAP but are used to fund
specific programs approved by the MTA Board and which meet the requirements of the
Proposition C Discretionary Guidelines. Only operators included in the Transit Performance
Measurement program are eligible for inclusion in the formula.26

The estimated total amount of funds available for distribution by the MTA for fiscal year
2001 are as follows:27

TDA
Proposition A
Proposition C
STA

Total Funds Available

$ 254,282,000
506,183,000
506,289,000
26,130,000

$1,292,884,000

A transit operator seeking designation as an Included Municipal Operator must meet
nine criteria28

1. The municipal system has been in continuous operation for a minimum
of three years.

2. The municipal system shall have been available for use by the general
public during the same three-year period.

3. During this same entire three-year period, the system's operating
expenses shall have been supported at least 50 percent by one or more
of the following funding sources: fares, city general funds, or federal FTA
programs. Monies received under the 25 percent Local Return
provisions of Proposition A are not to be considered part of "city general
funds" for this criterion.

4. The municipal system's Short Range Transit Plan has been approved by
the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority.

26 See MTA Short Range Transit Plan; Fiscal Years 1997-2000; June 3, 1996.
27 Based on draft fiscal year 2001 Transit Subsidies Program estimates; February 16,2000. Attachments included
with this report.
28 Adopted by the former LACTC, December 19, 1979. The ninth criteria was approved by the MTA in July, 1991
upon designation of the City ofLos Angeles as an Included Municipal Operator.
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5. The municipal system is reasonably meeting a need that would
otherwise not be met, and is providing a transit service that cannot be
effectively provided by an operator that is currently receiving TDA
assistance.

6. The municipal system is integrated and coordinated with intersecting or
adjoining public transit systems.

7. The municipal system has management information and accounting
systems adequate to meet data gathering and reporting requirements of
the TDA and Federal Transportation Administration National Transit Data
Reporting (NTD).

8. Notwithstanding the criteria numbered (1), (2) and (3) above, a transit
system may be made eligible for TDA funding immediately after its
creation if it consists substantially of a reorganization or replacement of
transit system(s) which were previously eligible for TDA funds, and
provides services substantially similar to services which previously
received TDA subsidies.

9. Notwithstanding the criteria numbered (1), (2) and (3) above, an operator
may be designated an Included Municipal Operator for a specific service
previously funded through an MTA demonstration grant by nine
affirmative votes of the MTA.

SUBREGIONAL GOVERNANCE OF MTA SERVICES

The 'Subregional Governance of MTA Services' report was prepared by Booz-Allen &
Hamilton, Inc. in June of 1998. The report analyzes alternative approaches for divestiture of
MTA bus services into sub-regionally governed operation in Los Angeles County. It responds to
a Board motion to develop an implementation plan to divest MTA services into subregional
agencies to develop alternative bus service delivery structures based upon the Transportation
Zone concept.

The analysis considers approaches to subregional governance of bus services, bus
service divestiture priorities, stakeholder interests in divestiture, potential community impacts,
cost and revenue implications, legal implications, and service delivery issues.

Approaches to Subregional Governance of Bus Services

There are five fundamental alternatives outlined for providing subregional governance
for bus service: 1) MTA could divest services to eXisting transit operators, 2) MTA could expand
Foothill Transit Boundaries, 3) new local Transportation Zones could be created, 4} MTA could
privatize appropriate operating divisions, and 5) MTA could establish subregional service within
the MTA.
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MTA Could Divest Services to Existing Transit Operators

Some existing transit operators have expressed interest in taking over MTA lines or line
segments. These operators have demonstrated capabilities in operating cost efficient and
effective services. Operators are only willing to take on MTA lines under certain conditions
pertaining to funding and buses. The funding formula doesn't provide subsidies for ~ervice until
two years after operation begins. Existing transit operators also want to maintain their identity
through services within or close to their service areas, or connecting to major trip attractors.
This approach would reduce duplication of services by MTA and existing transit operators.

MTA Could Expand Foothill Transit Boundaries

Interest has been expressed in expanding the boundaries of the Foothill Transportation
Zone. The application process applies to both an initial zoneapplication and any application to
significantly modify a local Transportation Zone's geographic boundaries. A request for zone
expansion must address all requirements of a new zone applied to the expanded portion only.

New Local Transportation Zones Could Be Created

The Foothill Transportation Zone is considered successful. There has been interest in
creating other zones in San Fernando Valley. Limited interest is known to exist for other
transportation zones. Local transportation zones could. be created based on travel patterns,
geographic barriers, and political considerations.

MTA Could Privatize Appropriate Operating Divisions

This approach would create competition in the region, which could improve operating
efficiencies and produce a lower cost per unit of service. The downside of this approach is that
it does not provide a local governance structure.

MTA Could Establish Subregional Service Boards Within the MTA

The MTA could act as a parent company over subsidiary organizations. The MTA
regional Board of Directors could handle policy decisions while the subsidiary organizations
have specific powers and authorities to provide greater local control. The subsidiary boards
could exist as advisory boards or as legal entities, to improve local transit control.

Bus Service Divestiture Priorities

Along with determining the approach to subregional governance, the MTA needs to
decide which bus services should be divested first. Three tiers of service were defined to assist
in evaluating MTA's functional role.
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Regional (Tier 1) Service routes represent MTA's core services. The Core Regional
Services are a collection of local, limited stop and express bus lines that provide a basic grid
system serving approximately 70 percent of the county's population. These services provide
connectivity with regional activity centers, other local transit operations and are integrated with
the urban/commuter rail network. Regional (Tier 2) Inter-community Services routes carry the
heaviest loads and serve transit dependent communities. These routes supplement the core
routes serving downtown and/or provide primary coverage in outlining areas. The§e services
are the principal focus of the municipal operations and are also provided by the MTA. Services
in this category are selected based on the following criteria:

• Offer at least 30 minute service during peak hours;
• Serve more than one incorporated area;
• Carry at least 2,000 passengers a day.

Regional (Tier 3) Community Circulator Services are a family of services that focus on local
travel. They connect residential areas with activity centers and other public transit services.
Circulators also playa collectorlfeeder role in the core area. In addition to regular fixed route
services, Community Circulators include Dash Services, rail feeder routes, Dial-A-Ride and
Smart Shuttle operations. These services are often operated by the private sector using mini
buses or vans. Services in this category generally meet the following criteria:

• Carry less than 2,000 passengers a day
• Provide neighborhood penetration or improved circulation
• Serve the general public.
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Section 3

ALTERNATIVES EVALUATION

INTRODUCTION

The following development and evaluation of subregional governance alternatives for the
Southeast area builds upon the foundation established by existing law, regulations, guidelines
and precedent as presented in Section 2, Background Information. It also draws from several
other recent efforts to define and evaluate subregional governance alternatives for the purposes
of operating and funding sUbregional transit services.

This section documents the process used to refine the need for a subregional
governance arrangement to implement specific service recommendations included in the
SABRE Study Final Report. 1 This was found to be the need for replacing certain segments of
current MTA lines with several community circulators in a geographic area commonly referred to
as the Southeast Community Development Corporation (SCDC) area or SABRE Study
Subregional Area #6. It is comprised of eight cities, one of which is an Included Municipal
Operator.

EXAMPLES OF SUBREGIONAL GOVERNANCE ALTERNATIVES

A report was prepared for the MTA which analyzed alternative approaches.for divestiture
of MTA bus services into sub-regionally governed operations in Los Angeles County? It
responded to a MTA Board motion to develop an implementation plan to divest MTA services
into subregional agencies to develop alternative bus service delivery structures based upon the
Transportation Zone concept.

The analysis contained in the Subregional Governance of MTA Services report
considered approaches to sUbregional governance of bus services, bus service divestiture
priorities, stakeholder interests in divestiture, potential community impacts, cost and revenue
implications, legal implications, and service delivery issues. The five fundamental alternatives
identified in the report are presented in this section. ~

I See Southeast Bus Restructuring Study, Recommendations For Transit Restructuring; prepared by Weslin
Consulting Services; August, 2000; Executive Summary page 3 and 15.
2 Subregional Governance ofMTA Services; prepared by Booz-Allen & Hamilton, Inc.; June of 1998.
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Four alternatives for subregional governance were outlined in the San Gabriel Valley
Council of Government's Transit Restructuring Study, but two were eliminated as a result of
legal opinions contained in the Subregional Governance of MTA Services Report.3 The
alternatives were specific to the situation in the San Gabriel Valley. These alternatives are also
reviewed in this section. Some of the alternatives considered in these reports were found to
have potential applicability to the Southeast. Those alternatives 'are advanced into a further
evaluation and assessed for their appropriateness to the Southeast area.

Generic Approaches to Subregional Governance of Bus Services

There were five fundamental alternatives outlined for providing subregional governance
for bus service in the Subregional Governance of MTA Services report: 1) MTA could divest
services to existing transit operators, 2) MTA could expand Foothill Transit Boundaries, 3) new
local Transportation Zones could be created, 4) MTA could privatize appropriate operating
divisions, and 5) MTA could establish subregional service within the MTA. Each of these is
reviewed below with an assessment of the applicability to the needs of SABRE Study
Subregional Area #6.4

1. MTA Could Divest Services to Existing Transit Operators -- Some existing transit
operators have expressed interest in operating MTA lines or line segments.
These operators have demonstrated capabilities in operating cost efficient and
effective services. Included Municipal Operators and MTA have made
substantial progress in reaching agreement on a variety of issues that allows for
the transfer of contracted MTA lines or route segments. The MTA is precluded
from sub-contracting service (other than the initial 13 lines) due to conditions in
the current labor agreement. MTA cannot directly subsidize a municipal
operator with FAP funds for operation of a bus line which has been transferred
to them. MTA and the operators should jointly continue to work toward finding
agreeable solutions pertaining to funding, span of service, buses, acceptance of
MTA passes and other issues that arise in these deliberations. The funding
formula doesn't provide subsidies for service until two years after operation
begins. Existin~ transit operators also want to maintain their identity through
services within or close to their service areas, or connecting to major trip
attractors. This approach would reduce duplication of services by MTA and
existing transit operators. This alternative was found to have direct application
to the Southeast area and is given further evaluation later in this section.

2. MTA Could Expand Foothill Transit Boundaries -- This alternative was found to
have minimal application to the Southeast given geographical considerations of
the boundary of the Foothill Zone and the potential service area warranting
subregional governance consideration. Existing labor contracts would apply to
an expanded Zone under the provisions of SB 1101. Consequently, it was not
given further consideration.

3 SGVCOG Transit Restructuring Study; Phase III Report; September I, 1998; prepared by The PB Study Team,
Parsons Brinckerhoff, prime contractor.
4 The five alternatives do not evolve directly from the SGVCOG Transit Restructuring Study since subsequent
events have changed the applicability of the report's facts and fmdings such as the enactment ofSBllOl.
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3. New Local Transportation Zones Could Be Created - The Foothill
Transportation Zone is considered successful. There has been interest in
expansion of the Foothill Transportation Zone and in creating another zone in
the San Fernando Valley. Limited interest is known to exist for other
transportation zones. Local transportation zones could be created based on
travel patterns, geographic barriers, and political considerations. This
alternative was found to have direct application to the Southeast area and is.
given further evaluation latter in this section eventhough the provisions of SB
1101 would apply to a new zone.

4. MTA Could Privatize Appropriate Operating Divisions - This approach would
create competition in the region, which could improve operating efficiencies and
produce a lower cost per unit of service. The downside of this approach is that it
does not provide a local governance structure. This downside was viewed as a
fatal flaw for application in the Southeast. An essential ingredient in any
subregional governance arrangement in the Southeast was the desire for some
direct local control over fares, service quality and service identity. It also does
not address the appropriateness of MTA operating community circulators. For
these reasons, this alternative was not evaluated further.

5. MTA Could Establish Subregional Service Boards -The MTA could act as a
parent company over subsidiary organizations. The MTA regional Board of
Directors could retain some policy decisions while the subsidiary organizations
have specific delegated powers and authorities to provide greater local control.
The subsidiary Boards could be advisory or exist as legal entities to improve
local transit control. The Subregional Service Boards could be comprised of
elected representatives and considered a wholly owned subsidiary outside of the
MTA. The MTA Board could provide a span of authority ranging from very little

. to full approval to set fares, schedules and the color of buses. This alternative
was viewed as having some promise in the Southeast. The downside of this
approach is that it does not provide an independent local governance structure.
This downside was viewed as a flaw, but still with sufficient merit for further
consideration in the Southeast. This alternative was evaluated further.

San Gabriel Valley Approaches to SUbregional Governance of Bus Services

Phase III of the San Gabriel Valley Council of Government's Transit Restructuring Study
addressed the Development of Implementation Options. Four alternatives were outlined, but
two were eliminated as a result of legal opinions contained in the Subregional Governance of
MTA Services Report reviewed in the previous section. The legal opinion that prompte.d the
elimination of the two alternatives was that "pursuant to existing labor agreements, new zones
to which the MTA assets are transferred will be required to assume existing labor agreements
for the duration of those agreements.,,5 The San Gabriel report also assumed that this finding
applies to the direct transfer of MTA routes to other operators irrespective of whether a zone is
expanded or a new zone is formed. 6

5 Subregional Governance ofMTA Services; June 19,1998; page VII-12.
6 SGVCOG Transit Restructuring Study; Phase III Report; page 8.
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The two alternatives advanced for analysis in the San Gabriel Transit Restructuring
Study were: 1) Expand Foothill Zone with MTA contracts and 2) Transfer routes to Foothill
Transit with MTA labor contracts. Calculations did project more than a fifteen percent operating
cost savings in both cases. 7 The implications of the analysis of these alternatives for San
Gabriel Valley was reflected in the development of alternatives for the Southeast.

The governance structure outlined for the expanded Foothill Zone option included
amending the current Joint Powers Agreement to add nine cities. This requires the approval
and incorporation of all new and existing cities. The Board would be re-configured to add two
members. The ability of a Joint Powers Agreement to achieve the objectives of providing new
transit services in the Southeast within the constraints of the IDA and other established
regulations was also taken into consideration in developing alternatives for the Southeast.

DEVELOPMENT OF SUBREGIONAL GOVERNANCE ALTERNATIVES

According to the SUbregional Governance of MTA Services report "Transportation
Zones, as successors to MTA, would in all probability have to assume the MTA's responsibilities
pursuant to the Consent Decree."s This would certainly apply to other obligations of the MTA
such as Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance and labor agreements.9

In the discussions with the SABRE StUdy Committee and at other meetings held to
discuss the SABRE StUdy service restructuring proposals in the context of potential subregional
governance options, the view was widely held that the set of terms and conditions associated
with any possible Transportation Zone configuration in the Southeast were such as to render it
ineffectual in achieving the objectives most could envision to justify its creation in the first
place. 10 Some of the Included Municipal Operators strongly cautioned against a Transportation
Zone that would include any of their current or future potential service area due to concerns
over how the possibility that such a Zone might be linked with conditions that could conflict with

. their own operations such as labor agreements.

Because of these widely held concerns, precautions were taken to carefully understand
and communicate the possible application of a Transportation Zone to the Southeast. The first
step in this process was to minimize the geographic area being considered. No serious
proposals were ever rendered to include the entire Southeast area in a single Transportation
Zone. No proposals were ever suggested to create multiple Transportation Zones within the
Southeast. The only Transportation Zone ever to be viewed as having potential merit was one
that would include seven cities in SABRE Study area #6. 11

7 Subregional Governance ofMTA Services; June 19,1998; section VII.
8 Ibid; page VII-16.
9 A complete copy of the Consent Decree is included in the Appendix to this report along with other documents
referenced herein.
10 The referenced meetings are highlighted in Section 1 of this report and minutes of SABRE Committee meetings
were maintained and are on file at the MTA.
11 The seven cities are Huntington Park, Southgate, Cudahy, Bell, Bell Gardens, Vernon and Maywood. Commerce
is included in SABRE Study area #6, but excluded from consideration as a participant in a Transportation Zone
since it is already an Included Municipal Operator and would receive no benefit from being included.
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Section 3: Alternatives Evaluation

The focus upon a single Transportation Zone was the result of a screening process that
kept in mind the goal of exploring subregional governance alternatives. The goal adopted by
the committee at their February, 1999 meeting sought "options for how transit can be provided
most cost-effectively and efficiently to meet local needs better than is now accomplished with
existing institutions." The SABRE committee was not interested 'in exploring the universe of
alternatives when it quickly became apparent that such alternatives were obviously not going to
provide transit better than what is noW achieved with existing institutions.

The final work of the SABRE Study went through an extensive process of review,
refinement and consensus-building with the subregional governance and other project goals in
mind. 12 The benefit of this process has been the successful sponsorship of some transit service
proposals by the participating Included Municipal Operators. Other transit service proposals
have been changed several times in an attempt to reach agreement on what changes have the
greatest merit. Only a few transit service proposals lack a governmental sponsor. These
include a number of community circulators. They also include non-transit service related
proposals such as the need for better information on how to use existing routes. Five sets of
SABRE Study proposals with their corresponding subregional governance needs and options
are outlined in Figure 3-1.

The first three sets of proposals listed in Figure 3-1 involve changes to MTA lines that: 1)
do not require a transfer to another transit operator because MTA supports the proposal and
intends to implement the change, 2) a transfer to another Included Municipal Operator is
desirable because the service is not regional and a candidate recipient of the revised services
exists, and 3) a transfer to another operator is desirable because the service is not regional and
no candidate recipient transit operator exists, including any Included Municipal Operator that
would be eligible for FAP funding allocations.

.Figure 3-2 identifies all of MTA lines addressed by the SABRE Study. The Southeast
area cities included in the study are listed and the nature of the line proposal as it relates to
each local jurisdiction is specified using a "NO" for no transfer necessary for the first set of
proposals, a ''I" for transfer between existing Included Municipal Operators for the second set of
proposals and a "YES" for a transfer is desirable for the third set of proposals. An empty cell
either means that the route does not serve that city or no proposed changes have been offered.

The first two sets of proposals represent the majority of the route restructuring changes.
These are moving forward and do not involve any significant institutional challenges. The
SABRE Committee has already acted to recommended specific transfers of service from MTA
to several Included Municipal Operators.

The third set of proposals involve changes to seven lines operating in nine cities where
some form of new subregional governance arrangement is desirable to successfully implement
SABRE Study recommendations. These arrangements could be in'the form of a contract·
arrangement, transportation zone, joint powers agreement or continued operation by the MTA in
some form.

12 See Southeast Bus Restructuring Study; Recommendations For Transit Restructuring; page 2.
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Section 3: Alternatives Evaluation

Figure 3-1
SABRE Study Sets Of Proposals And Their

Corresponding Subregional Governance Needs & Options

SABRE STUDY SETS OF PROPOSALS
SUB~EGIONALGOVERNANCE

NEEDS AND OPTIONS

1) Line changes that do not require a transfer. None - MTA supports revisions to MTA lines.

2) Line changes where transfer is desirable None - other than a transfer agreement, pass
and recipient Included Municipal Operator agreement and Board action.
exists.

3) Line changes where transfer is desirable Critical- options include contract
and no obvious candidate transit operator arrangement, Transportation Zone, Joint
exists. POINers Agreement, MTA.

4) New lines where lead agency is needed. Not Critical - options include contract
arrangement, transit zone, joint powers
agreement, MTA. All new lines are express
routes that could be operated by MTA.

5) Non-service related proposals where lead Not Critical - options include contract
agency is needed. arrangement, joint powers agreement, MTA,

Gateway Cities COG. IMO's have expressed
interest in addressing this issue and
potentially developing a cooperative
agreement.

The fourth set of proposals involves new lines where the likely transit operator is MTA.
The set of proposals is composed new express routes benefiting over ten cities. A lead agency
is needed to serve as an advocate for these new services if they are to receive serious
consideration for implementation. However, the advocacy agent does not need to be the transit
operator since the proposed express routes are regional services. The only issue is the
implementation priority these proposed express routes may receive given all other funding
priorities at the MTA. .

The fifth set of proposals involves non-service related proposals impacting the entire
Gateway Cities area. Items in this category include better transit information regarding how to
use the services offered by multiple operators in the Southeast, coordinated marketing, a
Southeast transit guide, information counters at transit centers, uniform guidelines on how to
plan and design a transit center, among many others. The livable communities project serves
as an initial stepping stone for the Gateway Cities COG into this arena.
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Section 3: Alternatives Evaluation

Figure 3-2A
Relationship Between SABRE Study MTA Line Recommendations And Cities
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48
53 NO NO
55 NO
56 YES
60 NO NO
66
68
102
104 NO
105 YES YES
107 YES YES
108 NO NO NO NO
110 NO NO NO NO

111/311 NO NO NO NO
112 YES
114 YES YES YES
115
117 NO
119
121 NO
124 , T
125 NO NO NO T
127 NO NO NO NO
128
130 T T T
202 NO NO
232
251
252
254 NO
258
259
260
262
265
266 NO NO
270 NO
275
315
362 NO NO
460 NO
466 NO NO
471
576
631 YES

LEGEND: NO =no transfer necessary; T =transfer between existing operators; YES = transfer desireable, but no operator available.
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Figure 3-2B
Relationship Between SABRE Study MTA Line Recommendations And Cities
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48
53 NO
55 NO
56 YES
60 NO NO NO NO
66
68 T T
102 NO
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105 YES YES
107 YES
108 NO NO NO
110

111/311 T T T
112 YES YES
114 YES
115
117 NO NO
119 YES
121 NO T NO
124 T
125 T NO T
127 NO
128 T
130 T
202 NO
232
251
252
254 NO
258
259
260
262
265
266 NO NO NO
270 NO NO NO
275
315
362 NO NO NO NO

.460 NO NO NO
466 NO
471
576
631 YES

LEGEND: NO =no transfer necessary; T =transfer between existing operators; YES =transfer desireable, but no operator available.
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Section 3: Alternatives Evaluation

It seems as a natural evolution to suggest that the COG take a leadership position in
sponsoring actions on the fifth set of proposals by forming a task force to advance the SABRE
Study's recommendations toward implementation. Several Included Municipal Operators have
also expressed an interest in collaborating to address these needs. Therefore, there is no
governmental issue concerning this fifth set of SABRE Study proposals.

The result of this screening process was the recognition that the only critical need for a
subregional governance option was for the set of MTA lines involved in the creation of several
new community circulators. Six alternatives were identified and are evaluated in the next
section.

EVALUATION OF SUBREGIONAL GOVERNANCE ALTERNATIVES

Six possible alternative courses of action were identified for the implementation of the
community circulators identified as Routes A and B in the Southeast Bus Restructuring Study.13
The alternatives are: (1) Status Quo, (2) MTA Partnership, (3) Partnership With Included
Municipal Operator(s), (4) Joint Powers Agreement, (5) SCDC Serves As Lead Agency, and (6)
Create A Transportation Zone. These alternatives are presented in Figure 3-4 and discussed in
the following sections together with the corresponding pro's and con's for each alternative.

Status Quo - No Subregional Governance Change

This is essentially a "do-nothing" alternative. It would allow MTA to continue to make
line improvements from a regional perspective. This course of action would likely exclude the
establishment of the types of community circulators proposed in the Southeast Bus
Restructuring Study since the affected bus lines are currently not contracted service, and the
City of Commerce would have to provide bridge funding for the first two years of operation. The
absence of another Included Municipal Operator currently providing service in the seven city
area means there is no candidate for FAP funding which is viewed as being essential to support
the proposed community circulator.

The South Bay & Gateway Bus Restructuring Study made recommendations for
improved continuity of east-west subregional services for which there was no resolution
regarding what Included Municipal Operator should be responsible for the specific
recommendations. 14 Subregional government options were suggested. The MTA Planning
Department is implementing many of the suggestions that were recommended in the study.
The South Bay Council of Governments has established a committee to review and oversee the
implementation of the restructuring study recommendations. This is an option for consideration
with the Southeast Bus Restructuring Study and represents a defacto alternative. It is viewed as
the status quo alternative because it represents further investigation more so than a subregional
governance solution.

13 See Southeast Bus Restructuring Study Executive Summary Figure 6 on page 17.
14 South Bay & Gateway Bus Transit Restructuring Study, Recommendations For Transit Restructuring; Manuel
Padron & Associates, Weslin Consulting Services, LanglMurakawa&Wong; April, 1999; page 26.
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Section 3: Alternatives Evaluation

. Figure 3-4
Subregional Governance Alternatives Advantages And Disadvantages

ALTERNATIVES ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

1) STATUS QUO- Any change will require Issues, such as new community
additional time and energy. Will based services or improved
add new pressures for some operation of existing services,
individual or organization to take are not addressed.
a leadership role.

2) MTA PARTNERSHIP -Individual Uses most established public MTA highest cost option.Local
cities contract with MTA. transportation provider in the services best controlled at local

area to operate services in the level. New services required to
SCDC area. be funded locally. No significant

change.

3) PARTNERSHIP WITH Uses one of the established Additional discussions required
MUNICIPAL OPERATOR(S) -- public transportation in the to determine interest of Municipal
Individual member cities contract region to provide services in the Operators.New services funded
with an Included Municipal SCDC area. Partnership may be locally. No process to transfer
Operator. successful in influencing policy existing service (MTA labor

changes for regional funding etc. issues).

4) JOINT POWERS AGREEMENT - Uses an established process for No city has yet indicated a
A group of cities enter into a JPA providing a public service among willingness to serve as a lead
with one city serving as a lead cooperating municipalities. JPA agency. Process for establishing
agency to operate services may influence policy changes. JPA, coordinating funding etc.
directly or through a contract with requires dedicated full-time staff.
a private provider. Local funding required for new

service. No process to transfer
existing lines.

5) SCDCSERVESASLEAD Uses an established agency with Services cannot be included in
AGENCY -- Cities act to support historical involvement in funding allocation formula to
using SCDC as a lead agency to providing transit service. SCDC provide long term funding without
contract with a private provider. may influence policy changes. creation of a transit zone.

6) CREATE A TRANSPORTATION Provides for long-term, Process for establishing Zone
ZONE -- SCDC cities act to dedicated funding as one of the funding requires complex
support creation of a region's "included" transit analysis and dedicated staff time
transportation zone under MTA operators. Uses mechanism leaging to submittal to the MTA
guidelines. designed for transferring MTA Board. Services include many

lines to new operator. components, Consent Decree,
labor contracts, etc. SCDC area
may not be suited to Zone
formation.
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Section 3: Alternatives Evaluation

The SABRE committee did not find many advantages to the status quo and therefore
they requested the Subregional Governance Alternatives study outline alternative strategies. It
is likely that the needs in the area are so great that pressure will continue to build for some
individual or entity to step forward and take a leadership role to address the unmet transit needs
the proposed community circulators would serve.

The disadvantage of this alternative is that the needs for the community circulators will
be ignored as those who are aware of those needs become discouraged from the evident
difficulties, obstacles and challenges in attempting to achieve a reasonable'solution.

MTA Partnership -- Subregional Service Board

MTA's role is to focus on the operation of regional service and therefore they are least
likely to operate the A and B circulators. MTA's priority is on strengthening regional services.
The recommendations may be overshadowed by other priorities if MTA is asked to implement
the community circulators without some form of governance linkage to the interested
jurisdictions being served.

The governmental linkage in this alternative is the formation of a Subregional Service
Board. The MTA Board would act as the parent policy body retaining control over the
subsidiary SUbregional Service Board with certain exceptions designed to give the subsidiary
organization sufficient oversight to assure operational quality and effectiveness. The subsidiary
Board could exist as an advisory body or as a legal entity to improve local transit control.

This positive aspect of this alternative is that it is achievable within MTA's current
legislative framework. It can be implemented as quickly as the contracting bodies can agree to
the te~ms and conditions. There would be no need to obtain bridge funding although MTA may
seek some funding contribution from the cities depending upon the degree of autonomy and
authority Ultimately vested with the Subregional Services Board. This alternative also provides
the greatest potential to maintain or improve service integration if the MTA Board retained
control over fare policy and schedule integration.

The downside of this approach is that it may not provide an independent local
governance structure. This downside was viewed as a flaw, but still with sufficient merit for
further consideration in the Southeast. The MTA Board may delegate some authority over
service and budget to a Subregional Services Board. The MTA Board could elect to reserve the
right to be the final approval authority over fares. Another possibility is for the Subregional
Governance Board to be advisory in nature with its role limited to joint marketing opportunities,
monitoring study recommendations and other coordination efforts.

Partnership With An Included Municipal Operator

Using one of the established Included Municipal Operators other than the MTA to
provide the transit service in the SCDC area could be a viable alternative. The obvious
candidate is Commerce Municipal Bus Lines which has the capacity to provide the service and
maintain the vehicles required for the community circulators.
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The interest of the City Council has been obtained. 15 The City of Commerce sees some
potential benefits attributable directly to the City. There is certainly evidence that Commerce is
a magnet for workers living outside of the city with jobs in the city who need better
transportation.

The benefit of this alternative is that it would offer economies of scale for Commerce
since the additional fleet requirements can be accommodated within their current maintenance
facility without the need for expansion. It uses one of the established public transportation
operators with a long history of providing quality community level service. The greatest benefit
is to the other seven cities in the SCDC area who can take advantage of Commerce's status as
an Included Municipal Operator receiving FAP funding allocations. The service mileage and
revenue derived from the community circulators could be incorporated into the data used by
Commerce as part of their FAP submittal upon implementation of the commensurate service
recommendations involving the MTA lines in the SCDC area.

The challenge is primarily the need to identify bridge funding during the first two years
when the service miles and farebox revenue are not available as audited data for inclusion into
the FAP formula. Special funding will need to be arranged which may be difficult, but not
impossible, to obtain. This process of securing both bridge and long term funding commitments
may take several years to resolve.

A service transfer of this magnitude outside of the thirteen contracted lines has never
been accomplished in the history of the MTA. Discussions with labor groups, provisions of the
Consent Decree and acceptance of MTA transfers are items for consideration. There would
need to be discussions with the other Included Municipal Operators regarding any potential
impact on their FAP fund shares.

Joint Powers Agreement

The Joint Powers Agreement is a mechanism to gain agreement among different entities
in the State of California to achieve a common purpose by delegating individual authorities of
the participating jurisdictions to a lead agency acting on their behalf. A Transportation Zone is
created through the Joint Powers Agreement process, but a JPA for transit purposes is not
exclusive to the Transportation Zone concept. The SCDC cities could enter into a JPA with one
city serving as the lead. This could be the City of Commerce which has the benefit of having
Included Municipal Operator status, but it also could be any other city.

The advantage of this alternative is that it uses an established process that is well known
to the cities since they have entered into JPAs and understand the mechanism. It avoids. all of
the implications associated with the transfer of MTA services to another body since a JPA does
not have to involve the MTA as a participating agency. ~

The disadvantage of forming a Joint Powers Authority with a municipality other than the
City of Commerce as the lead is that the JPA would have to rely on funding from farebox

15 The Commerce City Council approved further exploration of the "Partnership With An Included Municipal
Operator" alternative at their meeting on Tuesday, August 15, 2000.
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revenues, a pooling of general funds, Proposition A and C Local Return funds and other non
FAP related funding sources. This would probably only allow for the operation of a very modest
service. However, if the City of Commerce were the lead agency, they would have the benefit
of receiving FAP funds, which are considered a more reliable and established source of transit
funds. The pooled resource of funds from various cities could be beneficial toward meeting the
requirements for bridge funding during the first two years of service until the service is added to
the FAP. A challenge would be to work with MTA to insure service integration, acceptance of
transfers and discussion with labor groups.

SCDC Serves As Lead Agency

SCDC previously served as the lead administrative agency of Train-n-Wheels which
provided contracted services for a commuter connection transit service serving the Commerce
MetroLink station. This could be done through a simple contract arrangement between SCDC
and each individual city interested in participating or it could be done under the auspices of the
existing SCDC organization.

The advantage of this alternative is that the SCDC has the experience of operating a
demonstration transit service. This alternative uses an established entity and process that is
well known to the cities since they have entered into projects within the SCDC structure in the
past. It avoids all of the implications associat~d with the transfer of MTA services to another
body since a SCDC cannot be a recipient of services transferred from the MTA nor can it be a
recipient of FAP funding. It opens the door to participation with major employers more so than
other options since the SCDC has a history of associating with the private sector.

The disadvantages are primarily the inability to draw from the FAP funding sources and
provide an adequate service level. Without Included Municipal Operator status or the ability to
use th!3 Included Municipal Operator status of MTA or Commerce Municipal Bus Lines, SCDC
would have to rely upon farebox revenue, contract funds from participating agencies and cities
and other non-FAP related funding sources. This would probably only allow a very modest
service level and not offer any meaningful improvement to current operations.

Create A Transportation Zone

This alternative involves the creation of a transportation zone under MTA guidelines.
This could provide long term dedicated funding as one of the region's Included Municipal
Operator. It would probably exclude the City of Commerce based upon the concerns expressed
by several Included Municipal Operators that the conditions associated with participation in a
Transportation Zone would be potentially detrimental to their current status and not afford any
known benefits that they do not already enjoy.

The significant benefit to the Transportation Zone alternative is the ability to create a
new Included Municipal Operator that is eligible to receive FAP funding allocations and fully
control the delivery of transit services at the local level.

The primary disadvantage is that the Transportation Zone serves as a recipient of MTA
obligations which many view as so onerous as to make the benefits of a Zone overshadowed by
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those conditions. These include assuming MTA's obligations under the Consent Decree and
other commitments of the MTA such as Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) compliance and
labor agreements. The recent enactment of SB 1101 requires Transportation Zones to assume
the terms and conditions of employment set forth in the collective bargaining agreement
between the MTA and any labor organizations affected by the creation of the Transportation
Zone. '

The process for establishing azone requires complex procedures, a multi-year timeline
and dedicated staff time leading to submittal to the MTA Board for approval. Short term
operating funds that were allocated to the existing operator(s) are programmed and transferred
to the Transportation Zone based on principles and a methodology outlined in the Zone'
Guidelines.
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t INTRODUCT!ON

The "Local Transportation Zone Guidelines" provide a mechanism for establishing and operating local
Transportation Zones in Los Angeles County as provided for under Section §130259 of the Public
Utilities Code.

The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority's (MTA's or Authority's) enabling
legislation (AB 1246, 1976) requires the Authority to maximize the effectiveness of existing resources by
giving priority to low cost transit improvements. In addition, AS 1246 deClares that local communities
should be given more responsibilities for designing and providing local transit services to improve the
responsiveness of public transit to public needs, and specifICally empowers MTA to create local
Transportation Zones (Zones) where the existing transit operator cannot otherwise provide adequate
and responsive local transportation services in a cost effective manner. .

This section provides an overview of the Zone application process, induding:

• Legislative Authority
• Definition of a Zone
• Principles and Purpose for Zone Creation
• Summary of the Application Process

A Legislative Authority

The MTA has broad latitude in establishing Zones as well as the method of governing a Zone.
HOIIIt'eIJef, the law stresses the importance of involving the county, cities and other local public
agencies in establishing local Transportation Zones. A summary of the legislative authority which
addresses creation; funding authority; development of guidelines; and approval by affected
jurisdictions is inducted as Appendix I.

B. Definition of a Zone

A Zone is defined as a geographically contiguous area with at least one major trip generator and
more than half of all routes to be transferred to the zone have an average transit trip length

. (defined as passenger mUes divided by boardings) of less than five miles. The Zone should
complement the regional service provided.

C. Principles and Purpose for Zone Creation

The purpose of a Zone is to provide a more effICient and effective governing and management
structure for transit operations within a specified geographic area. The following are the guiding
principles for creation of a Zone:

1. To improve the cost effectiveness of providin~transportation services in Los Angeles
County - The MTA must maximize the use of tID<payer dollars by providing the most possible
service for the least possible cost. The Zone must provide service at a 10000000r cost than the
existing operator(s).

2. To increase local control of transportation services - The MTA must be responsive to
pUblic transit needs at the local level. The Zone must improve the management and
responsiveness of pUblic transit in the proposed service area.



3. To increase the amount of transportation service in Los Angeles County - The MTA
must continue to ensure that amount of transportation service grows in order to meet mobility,
air quality, and access goals for the county. The Zone must re-invest savings into service
improvements.

4. In implementing a zone, other transit services in the county will be preserved - The
MTA will ensure that as an act of transferring transit services to a zone, no other transit services
funded by the MTA are placed at risk or incur signifICant negative impacts. Further, no
ridership group outside the zone will incur diminished transit services as a result of zone
implementation. .

D. Summary of Application Process

Applicant(s) (see section 11- General Requirements) for the proposed creation of a Zone shall
follow the process outlined in Table 1 and detailed in this document.

The application process applies to both an initial zone application and any application to
signiflCanUy modify a local Transportation Zone's geographic boundaries. A request for zone
expansion will address all requirements of a new zone applied to the expanded portion only.

E. Guideline Flexibility

These Local Transportation Zone Guidelines are intended to guide the application and subsequent
contract negotiation processes, and variance with any section of these guidelines continues to be
pennissible through a majority \/Ote of the Board of Directors.

Zone Guidelines 2 April 1999



TABLE 1
(Page 1 of2)

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION ZONE GUIDELINES

SUMMARY OF APPLICATION PROCESS

This table summarizes the application process, however the applicant should consult the appropriate
section of the guidelines for a complete explanation of the application requirements and methodology.

1. Pre-Application - Applicant submits a "pre-application" to the MTA that identifIeS the proposed routes
and services to be transferred to a Zone, the specific boundaries of the proposed zone, and indicates
the intention to file an application.

2. Circulation of Pre-Application - Pre-application is circulated by the MTA to existing operator(s) of the
services requested for transfer. Existing operator(s) identify primary issues or concerns related to the
pre-application and submit comments to the MTA

3. Application Review Schedule - MTA, the applicant and the existing operator(s) meet and establish
schedule for parties to complete all work necessary (see steps which follow) for consideration of an
application by the MTA Board of Directors.

4. Stakeholder Briefing - MTA holds a stakeholder (e.g., applicants, existing operator(s), the Bus
Operations Subcommittee, the Citizens Advisory Committee, organized labor, community and ridership
groups, Councils of Government, local jurisdictions) briefing session discussing the pre-application,
application process and schedule, and receives comments and concerns from stakeholders.

5. Approval/Disapproval of Pre-Application - The MTA Board of Directors approves/disapproves
proceeding with full application and development of Operational and Financial Plan. The MTA Board of
Directors may modify the transit services to be included in the application, either increasing or
decreasing routes for transfer.

6. Preliminary Subsidy Estimate - The applicant and the existing operator(s) will submit cost and
revenue information to the MTA required to estimate the expected subsidy transfer. MTA will assess
the" information and develop a preliminary estimate of operating and capital subsidy transfers (both
assets and funding) and provide same to both the applicant and existing operator(s).

7. Draft Operational and Financial Plan - The applicant submits a draft three year Operational and
Financial Plan to the MTA and the existing operator(s) that describes:
A Assets, staff, monitoring systems and agreements proposed for transfer;
B. Proposed transition of service from existing operator(s) to Zone; and
C. Utilization of capital investments, assets and labor.

8. Stakeholder Briefing - MTA holds another stakeholder briefing session discussing the preliminary
subsidy transfer estimate, the draft zone operational and financial plan, potential negative impacts, and
receives comments and concerns from stakeholders.

9. Potential Negative Impacts - The MTA will provide the applicant with a preliminary description of
anticipated or potential negative impacts (e.g., employees, effective use of ~pital. financial, or
passenger fares and service) from Zone implementation, and the sources and amounts of funding to
be transferred if the draft operational and financial plans are approved by all parties.

10. Application Preparation - Applicant prepares necessary documentation as required under Guidelines
and files application. The application must address potential negative impacts identified above, finalize
the operational and financial plan, and contain a transition plan to implement the zone.
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TABLE 1
(Page 2 of 2)

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION ZONE GUIDELINES

SUMMARY OF APPLICATION PROCESS

11. Application Approval by Zone - Participating jurisdictions approve application, including the
Operational and Financial Plans. The final application, including the Operational and Financial Plan, is
then submitted to the MTA. .

12. Circulation of Application - The MTA circulates application to the existing operator(s) of the services
requested for transfer and other stakeholders for review and comment.

13. Stakeholder Briefing - The MTA conducts a briefing for stakeholders reviewing the final application
and receiving stakeholder issues and comments.

14. Negotiate Differences - The MTA will meet with the applicant, the existing operator(s) and affected
labor representatives to discuss and negotiate differences relative to the application and
issues/comments (e.g., funding, mitigation of potential negative impacts). Areas of agreement and
continued difference are to be reported to the MTA Board of Directors; the Board will make final
determination regarding areas of difference as part of Step 16.

15. Public Hearing - The MTA_will hold a pUblic hearing and receive public testimony regarding the zone
application.

16. Approval/Disapproval of Application - The MTA Board of Directors approves or rejects the Zone
application (approval requires eight 'JOtes) based on the requirements of the guidelines, including:
A. Cost savings are identified
B. No unmitigated adverse impact to the overall public interest
C. No degradation of overall countywide transit system efficiency and service
D. Compliance with all legal requirements (including all applicable labor laws) related to Zone

. implementation.

17. Operation - If the application is approved, the Zone begins operating services contained in the
Operational Plan, following the process identified in the transition plan.

18. Service Changes - The zone must at least maintain the levels of service contained in the MTA
approved operational plan. The zone may increase service at its discretion. If MTA requires the zone
to increase service, MTA must provide funding equal to the net operating cost requirement (Le.,
operating costs less operating revenues) and capital funds, if required, of the MTA mandated service
additions.

19. Implementation Assessment - The MTA, Zone and existing operator(s) of the service monitor the
impacts of change, and MTA formally evaluates performance of both the Zone and existing operator(s)
annually. Failure to achieve required performance can result in an improvement plan requirement or
transfer of funding and services back to the existing operator(s).

20. Final Determination - After a minimum of three years, MTA approves/disapproves permanent funding
(Le., included operator status) of the Zone based on success criteria identified in Section V.G.
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II. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

This section identifies the specifIC criteria for establishing the eligibility of a geographic area for
establishment as a Zone and clarifies eligible uses of applicable funding. The criteria are:

• Establishment Criteria
• Definition of Eligible Service
• Methodology for Comparing Costs
• Short Term Operating Funding
• Short Term Capital Funding
• Long Term Capital Funding
• Criteria for Determining Success.

A. Establishment Criteria

A Zone application must include the following:

1. Restructuring 8dsting Service - A proposed Zone must seek to restructure public transit funded
by the MTA.

a) "Restructure" is defined as operating existing service at a lower cost than currently provided
by the existing operator(s) and/or modifying service and operating it at a lower cost than
currently provided by the existing operator.

b) "Funded by the MTA" is defined as service that receives funding from the MTA under
"included operato'" status as defined by state law.

The applicant must demonstrate that the Zone can provide service in a more cost effective
manner than the existing operator(s).

2. Common Transit Problems and Goals - A proposed Zone must share similar transit problems
and goals. This criteria shall be met if the jurisdictions gO\lellling the proposed geographic
area submit a joint pre-application, demonstrating an intent to address local transit issues
collectively.

3. Commitment to Basic Lewl of Service - The Zone's Operating Plan must include either the
same level of service as the existing operator(s), or the Operating Plan must provide a
justifICation for modifying service. Modified service is deemed acceptable if the application is
approwd by the MTA Board of Directors.

The Zone applicant must identify the process for coordinating connectivity with general public
transit service provided by all transit operators intersecting its services.

The Zone must meet regularly with the regional complementary paratransit service provider
and the MTA. The Zone will be responsible for any additional complementary paratransit
service costs due to its actions (including those related to expansion of services within a zone)
before becoming an included operator, and for complete compliance with current requirements
of the Americans with Disabilities Act at the time the Zone is formed. Additional paratransit or
ADA requirement and costs imposed by the MTA shall be funded by the MTA until the Zone
becomes an included operator.
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4. Cost Comparison - A proposed Zone must demonstrate operating costs lower than those of
the existing operator(s) of the service to be transferred. The Zone applicant must submit a
"Financial Plan" that demonstrates lower service costs by the end of the second year for Zone
operated services using at least one of the following four measures:
a) A minimum of 15% lower MfA subsidy per passenger boarding for the services
transferred; or

b) A minimum of 15% lower total costs for the comparable service package transferred; or

c) A minimum of 15% lowe~ fully allocated cost per passenger boarding; or

d) A minimum of 15% lower fully allocated cost per revenue service hO\Jr.

A Zone application shall not be approved if creation of the Zone increases the net cost (using
any of the criteria listed above) of providing combined Zone and remaining existing operator
service (i.e., the comparable service level in effect at the time of zone creation).

5. Size of the Zone - In order to effectively provide subregional service, !!-Zone must be of
sufficient size. To be considered for approval, a Zone must include:

a. A minimum of three contiguous local jurisdictions (i.e., municipalities and/or county) or a
minimum of 50 square miles.

b. No more than 500 peak buses of service transferred to the Zone at the time of Zone
creation or expansion.

c. A maximum transfer of 20% of MfA systemwide bus ridership and revenue._

B. Definition of Eligible Service

1. All current or proposed services operating entirely within the geographic boundaries of a
proposed Zone and funded by the MfA are eligible for transfer to and operation by the Zone,
as indicated in Table 2.

2. To ensure regional mobility and access, the MfA may require that a certain level of service be
provided on specifIC lines. The MfA may set service levels for regionally significant service
including, but not limited to, fares, schedule, load factor, and public information. The MfA
shall define such lines as "regionally significant". The Zone applicant may include in its Pre
Application "regionally signiflCanf service operating either entirely or partially within the
proposed Zone. Inclusion of "regionally signiflCanf service operating partially within the Zone
requires specific approval by the MfA.

3. If regionally significant service is included, the MfA shall determine the required level of service
for each regionally significant line. The MfA may also define required level of service for other
lines or services. If the MTA's definition of "regionally significanf or the required level of service
on "regionally significant" lines creates a new service mandate and increases the cost of
providing service above the baseline approved in the Zone application, then the MfA sha!1
provide additional funding (Le., the difference between additional operating costs of the Zone to
deliver the service and additional operating revenues) to the Zone to provide such service
changes.

4. Zone applicant(s) shall use the most recent MfA adopted Regionally Significant Lines at the
time of pre-application submittal to determine whether or not a line is regionally significant.
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TABLE 2: EXAMPLES OF ELIGIBLE SERVICE TYPES

EXAMPLE SERVICE TYPES

1. LINES ENTIRELY WITHIN ZONE

2. LINES PREDOMINATELY WITHIN ZONE TO
NEAREST GENERATOR OUTSIDE ZONE

3. LINES THAT TRAVEL THROUGH ZONES

4. LINES PARTIALLY WITHIN ZONE

5. LINES THAT HAVE CIRCULATORY "TAILS"

6. LINES DUPLICATING REGIONAL ROUTES

7. EXPRESS LINES WITH CATCHMENT
AREAS WITHIN ZONE TO MAJOR
GENERATOR (DOWNTOWN LA)

8. EXPRESS LINES SPECIAL SERVICES
OPERATING FROM OUTSIDE ZONE TO
GENERATOR WITHIN ZONE

9. DIAL-A-RIDE SERVICE PROVIDED WITH
REGIONAL SUBSIDIES

Zone Guidelines 7

SERVICE ELIGIBLE FOR
TRANSFERS TO ZONE

YES

YES

ONLY IF AT LEAST 2I3'S OF TOTAL RIDERS BOTH
BOARD AND ALIGHT WITHIN THE ZONE

YES - WITH MTA BOARD APPROVAL

NO - ON REGIONAL SERVICE OUTSIDE OF ZONE

YES - ON CIRCULATORY PORTION WITHIN ZONE

YES - CONTINGENT UPON COORDINATED
("DOVE-TAILING") SCHEDULES

YES

CONTINGENT UPON ALL AGENCIES

YES (GENERAL PUBLIC)
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5. If regionally signifICant service is not included in the Zone's operating plan, the MTA shall be
responsible for ensuring the continued operation of such service.

6. The Zone may also propose a more cost effective approach to complementary paratransit
services. This proposal may be accepted or rejected at the discretion of MTA without
impacting other elements of the application. If accepted, the Zone would receive funding and
share in cost savings related to these services in a manner consistent with funding for other
services.

C. Method For Comparing Costs

The following factors must be used by the Zone applicant and the MTA when comparing the
existing operator(s') cost and the proposed Zone cost for transferred service:

1. Initial cost comparisons (i.e., before application approval and zone implementation) shall be
based upon the most current budgeted data for both the zone and the existing operator(s)
covering the same fISCal year, using fully allocated cost data for each agency.

2. SUbsequent annual cost comparisons will be made using audited data for the same fISCal year
detailing fully allocated costs of both the zone and the existing operator(s) applied to the base
level of service transferred.

3. Capital asset transfers and new capital investment costs shall be provided by the applicant, but
listed separately from the operating costs. It is intended that the Zone and existing operator(s)
of the service to be transferred will work together to make effective use of the existing
countywide investment in transit capital assets.

4. The applicant shall include all applicable administrative costs, including management, support
services, planning, and indirect costs, when computing total operating costs. If a Zone
operates services in addition to those contained in the application, it must allocate costs
incurred that benefit both services using a cost allocation plan reviewed by a Certified Public
Accountant for reasonableness.

5. The existing operator(s) must submit a cost reduction plan that demonstrates the reduction of
direct and indirect costs as a result of Zone creation. One time cost impacts of the transition
should be identified separately from ongoing annual savings. This plan is intended to help
gUide realization of intended savings from transfer of transit lines to a zone, and is not intended
for comparison purposes with zone costs.

6. The MTA Board of Directors may obtain an independent expert opinion to validate the Zone's
proposed costs and the cost reduction potential of the existing operator(s). Both the Zone and
existing operator(s) must cooperate with any representative ofthe MfA in this matter.

D. Eligible Costs

The following factors must be used by the MTA in determining eligible costs associated with tne
proposed Zone:

1. Total operating costs are eligible including planning, administrative, and indirect costs. Costs
for leasing of fIXed facilities and revenue vehicles are eligible as capital costs._

2. Operating funds transferred shall not be used to purchase or construct fIXed facilities, or to
purchase revenue vehicles, with the exception of shared cost savings.
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3. Capital costs of revenue vehicles, facilities, non-revenue vehicles and other assets are
eligible using capital funds transferred to the zone.

E. Short Term Operating Funding

The MTA shall program and transfer available operating funds that were allocated to existing
operator(s) for the services proposed for transfer to the Zone based on the principles and
methodology outlined below. Available funds may include a mix of federal, state, local, and other
funds. MTA will formally submit types and sources of funds to be transferred as part of Step 9 in
Table 1.

A Zone may be designated as an "included" operator by the MTA Board and ~eceive funds through
the Formula Allocation Procedure (FAP) once success has been demonstrated (Section V.G). The
MTA will claim and receive credit for Zone operations under the FAP until the Zone becomes an
included operator. Due to the requirements of the FAP, the Zone shall record and report audited
operating statistics to the MTA, including miles operated, passenger fare revenues, base cash fare,
and any other requirements of the FAP.

Any difference in the subsidy credit transferred to the Zone and the amount expended by the Zone
can be carried over for two years, consistent with policies for included operators.

1. Funding Principles

The funding approach follows several basic principles:

a. Every effort will be made to ensure that no rider group looses transit service or resources
as the result of Zone creation. The existing operator(s) are not to loose revenues and
funding ine~ of expected cost savings from the transfer of services and assets to a
Zone.

b. Funding transfers are based on budgeted costs and adjusted for actual audited results at
yearend. Initial subsidy calculations are based on the budgets for the year to be funded for
each of the zone operator and existing operator(s). The SUbsidy transfer is to be adjusted
as appropriate based on mid-year budget adjustments. Rnal subsidy credit transfers occur
after fiscal year end using audit data for both the zone and existing operator(s).

c. The base operating fund amount transferred is determined considering the base service
level transferred. Zones must fund service improvements and operating revenue
reductions from shared cost savings.

d. The zone and existing operator(s) will share equally in any cost savings from zone
implementation.

e. Special issues shall be addressed as necessary (e.g., 10\l\r'er cost approach to
complementary paratransit services, participation in regional security services, one time
transition costs).

f. Should MTA require the Zone to increase services beyond that proposed in the initial·
operating plan, MTA will provide subsidies equal to the net operating cost (i.e., operating
costs for new reqUired services less operating revenue for these services).

g. The intent is to hold both the zone and the existing operator(s) financially responsible for
financial performance. Both parties must avoid cost overruns.
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2. Short Term Operating Funding Methodology

The short term funding methodology is detailed below, and an example application provided in
Table 3.

a. Determine Base Service Level for Transfer - The MTA will work with the zone applicant
and the e>dsting operator(s) to define the base level ofse~ to be transferred. This may
be the actual service levels transferred if no changes are anticipated, or reflect a
comparable level of service if service restructuring is anticipated. The base service level
will be held constant for funding purposes until the zone becomes an included operator.

b. Calculate Maximum MTA Subsidy Available from service transfer by existing operator:

1. Determine reasonable cost savings potential of existing operator(s), considering both
direct and indirect costs, as a result of transfer of services, assets and agreements;

2. Subtract operating revenues of the services to be transferred (e.g., passenger fares,
advertising rewnue, interest income, concessions);

3. Yields maximum subsidy available as a result of zone creation; and
4. By establishing this maximum amount of subsidy transfer the existing operator(s) is

held harmless in the service transfer (i.e., avoids a financial loss as a result of the
transfer).

c. Determine MTA Subsidy Requirement for Zone Operator:

1. Determine reasonable direct and indirect zone operator costs related to base
comparable service lewl transferred;

2. Subtract operating revenue (use same number as e>dsting operator(s) to nonnalize for
fare, ad\Iertising and in\lestment policies);

3. Yields MYA subsidy requirement for zone operator.

d. Determine Final MfA Subsidy Credit for Zone Operator:

1. If the MTA subsidy requirement (step c abow) is greater than maximum subsidy
available (step b), then the MTA subsidy credit is the amount calculated in step b; and

2. If the MTA subsidy requirement (step c) is less than the maximum subsidy available
(step b), then the MfA subsidy credit is the subsidy requirement (step c) plus one-half
the difference between the maximum subsidy available (step b) and the requirement
(step c). The existing operator(s) retains the other half of the difference, which is the
net subsidy savings as a result of Zone creation.

e. Adjust Subsidy Lewl to Reflect Actual Financial Results - After the mid-year budget
adjustment and again after fISCal year-end, using audited cost results, the subsidy amount
transferred or credited to the zone is to be modified as required to reflect actual unit costs
applied to the comparable base service package.
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TABLE 3
Example of Fo""ula for Credit - Short Te"" Funding

OPERATING SUBSIDY TRANSFER

A. Base Service Level

1. Revenue Hours: 1,200,000
2. Revenue Miles: 16,500,000
3. Peak Vehicles: 400
4. Passengers: 60,000,000

B. Cost Savings Potential for Existing Operator

1. Fully Allocated Cost
2. Cost Savings Potential
3. Fare Revenue
4. Other Operating Revenue
5. MaJcimum Subsidies Available

C. Zone Subsidy Requirement

1. Fully Allocated Zone Cost
2. Fare Revenue
3. Other Operating Revenue
4. Zone Subsidy Requirement

D. Allocation of Subsidies

1. Subsidy Saved

2. Zone Subsidy
3. Existing Operator Sharing

CAPITAL SUBSIDY TRANSFER

A. Transfer Assets to Zone

1. Facilities
2. Revenue Vehicles
3. Other Capital
4. Total

B. Capital Cost Savings

1. 8cisting Operator Plan
2. Equal Zone Replacement
3. Cost Savings

C. Capital Fund Transfer

1. Zone Capital Fund Transfer
2. 8cisting Operator Share

Zone Guidelines

$100,000,000
$ 90,000,000
($33,000,000)
($ 7,000,000)
$ 50,000,000

$ 80,000,000
($33,000,000)
($ 7,000,000)
$ 40,000,000

$10,000,000 (to be shared between zone
and existing operator)

$45,000,000
$5,000,000

$30,000,000
$65,000,000
$ 5,000,000
$100,000,000

$80,000,000
$70,000,000
$10,000,000

$75,000,000
$ 5,000,000
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f. Subsequent Year Subsidies Are Calculated Off the Initial Transfer of Base Service Levels:

1. New unit costs are applied to the comparable base service package established
previously for both the existing and Zone operators;

2. If the transfer is phased, a comparable base service level must be determined for each
phase of service transfer;

3. Operating revenues for both parties are increased by the average rate of growth for
these revenues of the existing operator (operating revenue increases through ridership
gains and/or enterprise efforts remain within the zone; fare or other operating revenue
reductions are to be funded out of savings or other subsidies); and

4. This subsidy allocatiOn methodology applies to the Zone operator until such time as it
becomes an included operator.

g. Special Funding: Should MTA require a zone to increase service beyond the base service
transfer level, it will provide separate funding for those services. Funding will be based on
net operating budget requirement (Le., operating cost of new services less total operating
revenues of new services).

F. Short Term Capital Funding and Assets

1. Capital assets (including facilities, revenue vehicles, support vehicles and equipment)
dedicated to the operation of service transferred to the Zone shall be transferred from the
existing operator(s) to the Zone, unless the Zone proposes an alternative method of providing
necessary capital assets.

2. The MTA, existing operator(s), and Zone may negotiate and agree to a different distribution of
capital assets (e.g., fleet age, fleet mix, fuel type) that may facilitate the procurement or
operational strategy of one or more of the parties. Exercise of this option is not mandatory and
shall only be used when all affected parties agree to the proposed alternative.

3. The MTA shall transfer capital funds to the Zone based on the capital improvement plan, bus
procurement plan, and/or other relevant MfA documents that identify capital investments
dedicated to services transferred to the Zone. The Zone shall be responsible for securing all
necessary capital assets to provide the level of service identified in its Operating Plan, except
that the MfA shall provide any additional capital assets and/or funding required to meet service
improvements mandated by the MTA.

4. Capital funds shall be transferred to zones in a manner similar to operating subsidies. The
capital funds programmed by the existing operator for the exclusive benefit of services
transferred to the zone comprise the maximum capital funds available for transfer by year.
The zone capital reqUirements are based on the same number of units planned to be replaced
by the existing operator. If the zone can make comparable investments in capital at a lower
cost, the existing operator and zone share in cost savings, as shown in Table 3. MfA will work
with the Zone to match available fund types to planned investments and expenditures of the
Zone.

5. MTA will make every effort to provide flexible funds for the savings amount shared, improying
the zone's ability to use these dollars for capital or operating expenditures.

6. The Zone may incorporate its capital acquisitions (including revenue vehicles) into the MTA or
existing operator(s) plans, or secure its capital assets separately from the MTA. The Zone may
use any method of securing capital assets that is allowed by law. The use of funds shall
comply with all regulations and restrictions governing their use.
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7. If the Zone does not utilize some or all of the existing operator(s') capital assets, then the
existing operator shall incorporate such assets into its remaining operations to the maximum
extent possible. Capital assets that cannot be incorporated into the existing operator(s)
remaining operations shall be included as "unavoidable" costs subject to Section II.E.

8. ONnership and disposition of capital assets shall be specified in the contract for operation of
the zone.

G. Long Term Funding

If the zone is successful (Section V.G), MTA can designate the zone an included operator. M. this
time the zone would receive capital and operating funds consistent with all otl)er included operators
and the short term capital and operating subsidy transfer approach would be concluded.

H. Criteria for Determining Success

The MTA shall use the four criteria belowJor defining a successful Zone. A Zone shall be
evaluated for success after at least three full years of operation.

1. Lower costs - The Zone has demonstrated lower costs which are wrifled by an independent
auditor. Cost savings are demonstrated if the savings in at least one of the four criteria defined
in Section ItA is greater than the specified minimum. The MTA may, at its discretion, place
probationary conditions on a Zone that fails to meet any of the criteria.

2. Public support - Public support shall be demonstrated by an increase in rk:Iership and/or
demonstration of customer satisfaction and support of local governments in the zone

3. Regional service standards maintained - The overall system impacts have not 'NOf"sened
(e.g., regional coordination is maintained, no systemwide degradation of service has occurred
to the existing operator(s) or elsewhere in the County as a result of Zone creation). Success of
this criterion shall be measured in t'MJ ways:
a) Verification that the transfer agreement required in Section IItC. has been implemented,
the Zone accepts MTA passes and tokens, and no fares are higher than those of the MTA for
comparable services; and
b) The existing operators performance (as measured by the NTD, TDA and TPM Program
and other approaches deemed appropriate by the MTA) has not been signifICantly impacted,
and included operators countywide will not be significantly impacted when the Zone claims
funds under the FAP.

4. Continued successful operation - The likelihood of continued successful operation by the
Zone under the MTA rules governing included transit operators (i.e., state and federal
reporting, Transit Performance Measurement Program, Formula Allocation Proceclure, Capital
Allocation Procedure, Short Range Transit Plan, local contribution as may be required for
included operators under Proposition A Guidelines). Success under this criterion shall be
measured as follows:

a. Assurance that the Zone will submit a Short Range Transit Plan in accordance with MTA
Guidelines and regionally signifICant service coordination requirements, if any regionally
signifICant routes are transferred to the Zone; ~

b. Assurance that state and federal reporting requirements have been satisfied (e.g., TDA.
National Transit Database forms, Triennial Performance Audit and general compliance
requirements of FTA and Caltrans);
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c. Demonstrated ability to continue operations (with reasonable impact on service and fares)
under the adopted countywide policies and programs impacting included operators and the
ability to operate within FAP and other included operator funding; and

d. Assurance that other included operators will not incur signifICant negative impacts to
service or MTA funding levels as a result of granting the Zone included operator status.

e. No signifICant negative impacts are unmitigated in terms of ridership (e.g., fares and
service), employees, the existing operator(s), use of capital' assets, and countywide transit
operations as a result of establishment of the zone as an included operator.

MTA will periodically evaluate the operation of the Zone as measured against the success criteria and
the performance measurement programs. If the Zone is found to be not meeting'the criteria, the
Authority may require steps to bring the Zone into conformance with the criteria, or return services and
funding to the existing operator(s).

III. APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS

This Section identifIeS the necessary applicant submittals as well as the responsibility of each party
involved in the application process. Section III addresses three main areas: agency responsibilities;
pre-application requirements; and application requirements.

A Agency Responsibilities

1. Zone Applicant - The jurisdictions constituting a proposed Zone shall designate one or more
representatives authorized as the offICial representatives(s) to the MTA The representative is
responsible for submitting all required documentation described in the Guidelines, including the
pre-application, draft plans and costs, and the application (and appropriate attachments
including Operational and Financial Plans with transition plan and mitigation plan elements).

The applicant must work cooperatively and coordinate with the MTA and the existing
operator(s) of the service proposed for transfer. The applicant will cooperate with any MTA
appointed e)(lJert to review costs and/or plans. The applicant must cooperate with MTA
representatives to review costs and services. The applicant must make every effort to adhere
to the schedule developed with MTA

All cities and/or county that constitute part of a proposed Zone must agree to support the Zone
for a minimum of one year once service has been initiated. After one year, if a city or county
wishes to withdraw from the Zone, the following conditions apply:

a) Jurisdiction(s) withdrawing from the Zone shall provide a minimum 120 days notice; and

b) Jurisdiction(s) shall acknowledge that MTA and the existing operator(s) are not required to
provide replacement service.
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2. Existing Operator(s) - The existing operator(s), whose service will be replaced by the Zone,
shall have the following responsibilities:

a) The operator(s) shall review the pre-application and application for signifICant impact and
provide a list of same;

b) The operator(s) shall supply cost data and operational data for the specifIC services to be
transferred, including a cost reduction plan;

c) The operator(s) shall coordinate with the applicant in development of a transfer
agreement, and reimbursement for acceptance of MTA passes and tokens, as
summarized in Section III.C;

d) The operator(s) will work'with the applicant to identify the proposed transfer of capital, staff,
agreements and systems; and .

e) The operator(s) will cooperate with any MTA appointed expert to review costs and plans.

The existing operator must make every effort to adhere to the schedule developed with MTA.

3. MfA - The Authority staff shall be available to assist the applicant and existing operator(s) of
the service proposed for transfer; to determine compliance with the Guidelines; to establish the
general schedule for proceeding; to review and circulate the pre-application and application to
the existing operator(s) of the service in question; to ensure compliance with legal
requirements; as well as to coordinate unresolved issues between the existing operator(s) and
the applicant. Issues that cannot be resolved at the staff level will be resolved by the MfA
Board of Directors. In addition, the Authority will make any decision to establish a Zone in
accordance with steps described in Section IV. Finally, the MfA Board of Directors will also
make any decision regarding included operator status.

B. Pre-Application Requirements

A pre-application is required that identifIeS existing services proposed by the applicant to be
transferred to the Zone (see Appendix II). The proposed changes in service will be reviewed for
consistency with the Guidelines ancl impacts on existing operator(s) before the applicant proceeds
with the formal application and preparation of the Operational and Rnancial Plan.

. MfA will circulate the proposed pre-application to existing operator(s) of the service proposed for
transfer for review and comment, and to other stakeholders in the service. If there are signifICant
differences between the Zone and the existing operator(s) on what constitutes eligible service
(defined in Section II.B.), the MfA Board of Directors shall resolve the differences. The MfA will
formally respond to the Zone and the existing operator(s) indicating the specific services under
consideration for transfer.

C. Application Requirements

The application for creating a local Transportation Zone is shown in Appendix III. The information
leading to justifICation in submitting an application which must be attached to the application is
summarized below. Note that the three year Operational and Financial Plans will be submitted in
draft and in final, allowing negotiations and review.

1. Operational Plan

One of the key aspects of establishing a Zone is determining what transit service is eligible for
Authority subsidies. The proposed Operational Plan must indicate that the existing service level
on the regional system will be maintained either by the Zone or the existing operator. However,
increased effICiencies retained by the Zone (through cost savings or rescheduling) may be
allocated by the Zone to any type of service open to the general public. The Operating Plan
shall include:
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a. A description of the proposed Zone (include: map; square mileage of Zone; list of
jurisdictions);

b. A description of current transit service (including: map of existing service; headways; span
of service; vehicle service hours; number of vehicles; number of lift equipped \lehicles;
number of passengers; clear identifICation of any regionally signifICant routes requested for
transfer);

c. A description of any unmet transit needs;

d. A description of the proposed service, including: map (showing restructured service
including, service to be deleted, service to be rerouted and new service); operating
characteristics (headways, span of service; summarize service hour plan - identify VSH's
which will be administered by the Zone, service which will be deleted, and service which
will be restructured; note any data justifying propensity to tra\lel;

e. A specific proposal for fully integrating regionally significant services to be operated by the
Zone, if any are included in the service package, including fares, schedules, public
information and marketing;

f. A demonstration that the proposed system will provide at least the same le\lel of scheduled
service and capacity as the existing operator(s). In the e\lent that the existing
operator(s)required a specifIC le\lel of scheduled service the Zone must create and
implement a service plan that meets the performance required. In the e\lent that additional
service abo\ie that budgeted by the Zone is required by the existing operator(s) or MTA, the
existing operator(s) or MTA shall provide the incremental funding required to provide such
service.

g. A formal transfer agreement between the applicant and regional carrier for fixed-route and
general public operation. It is intended that the transfer agreement will spell out how to
best coordinate service between all intersecting general public transit operators. The need
for transfer agreements for senior and disabled Dial-A-Ride will be considered on a case
by-ease basis. At a minimum, the transfer agreement must include the following:

1) Applicant is required to identify coordinated transfer locations within the service area.
There should be at least one transfer location along each line connecting to a
"regionally signifteanf service in the Zone. Where possible. transfer locations should
be located so as to ser\le multiple lines.

2) Applicant assures that shared bus stops will be used at transfer location(s) to the
maximum extent possible.

3) Applicant assures that schedules will be created to minimize wait time between feeder
service and "regionally significanf service.

4) Where pulse point transfer locations are identified, the applicant assures that the
following amenities will be provided: bus benches; bus shelters; and special bus stop
signs to explain regional transfer routing opportunities.

5) Applicant assures that customer information servicewill be provided in a coordinated
manner. The applicant assuresthat transfer locations for "regionally sigriifteanf service
will be provided to customers o\ler telephone and on applicable marketing information.
The MTA and/or operator(s) of "regionally significanf servicagree to reciprocal
provision.
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6) Applicant, MTA, and operator(s) of "regionally significant" service assure
thatinteragency transfers will be accepted by all operators in the Zone. The approved
fare tariff schedule must be finalized prior to commencement of service.

7) No closed door bus stop policy for "regionally significant" service will be allowed.

h. The Operational Plan must also include an agreement to accept MTA passes and tokens
with reimbursement.

i. The Operational·Plan mu,st include a description of the transition plan from existing to
proposed service, including specifICS regarding capital assets, employees, systems, and
agreements to be transferred; and

j. The MTA will also provide a list of potential negative impacts to be addressed by the Zone·
applicant. The Operational Plan must also provide a specifIC plan for mitigating potential
significant negative impacts to the existing operator(s), employees, countywide riders,
and/or other operators consistent with the list provided by the MTA

2. Financial Plan

The plan should include a description of the following:

a. Existing transit costs within the Zone (breakout costs for service to be administered by the
Zone as described above);

b. Identification of 15% cost savings in accordance with the criteria summarized in Section
II.A;

c. Summary of proposed fares, including inter-operator fare agreements (note that fares
charged by the Zone cannot e>«:eed those charged by the MTA for comparable services);

d. Proposed budget; and

e. Identification of fund sources.

Refinements and revisions to the above Plan are probable as service moves to
implementation. Significant expansion and/or significant changes in types of service, or
inclusion of new service areas could require a re-adoption process, including submittal and
MTA approval.

3. Assurances and Understandings

The Zone agrees to provide the following assurances and understandings:

a. The Zone will assume all responsibilities for compliance with applicable state laws
(including CEQA requirements regarding projects to be funded in part or in whole with MTA
subsidies);

b. The Zone will establish its own air quality policies and work direCtly with SCAG and
SCAQMD to ensure that its plans and actions are consistent with regional air quality
requirements;

c. The Zone will comply with all applicable federal, state and local requirements as to
affirmative action, fair labor practices, transit accessibility, safety, public health, and other
relevant requirements;
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d. The Zone will utilize the State Controller's Uniform System of Accounts and Records to
accommodate uses and disbursements of MfA subsidies;

e. The Zone agrees to comply with the reporting requirements currently required by other
MfA funded transit operators (including: financial and performance audits, Transit
Performance Measurement data; and a Short Range Transit Plan).

f. Documentation of consultation with the existing operator(s~of the service proposed for
transfer and the MfA (documentation shall include approval letter from the regional carrier
of formal transfer agree'11ent required under Sectionlll.C. and reimbursement for
acceptance of passes and tokens. If an approval letter cannot be secured then the MfA
Board of Directors shall resolve the dispute prior to submittal of applioation,~as required by
PUC §130262. Both applicant and existing operator(s) will abide by MTA determination.)

g. Description of a local review process appropriate for the geographic size of the Zone
(including public hearing(s) and/or other means of communication). It should be noted that
the required number of public hearings should be commensurate with the size of the Zone.
The Zone shall consult with the MTA to identify the number and type of local review
required.

h. certifICation that the Administrative Structure and OperationallFinancial Plan has been
approved by the jurisdictions within the Zone.

IV. OPTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING A ZONE

The affected jurisdictions must propose the administrative structure used. Any legally authorized
administrative structure is permitted as long as such a structure does not violate or contradict the rules
or intent of these guidelines or state law.

V. MfA APPROVAL PROCESS

The following is a summary of the approval process for creation of a Transportation Zone:

A. . Staff Review

Staff will review the application and attachments described in Section III for conformance with the
Guidelines.

B. MfA Public Hearing

The Authority will hold a public hearing and receive public testimony in relation to the above
submittals.

C. MTA Findings

The MTA Board of Directors will review the above steps and a Zone will be created only if with eight
votes the MTA makes the following findings:

1. The current transit operator cannot otherwise provide adequate and responsive local
transportation services in a cost-effective manner pursuant to PUC 130261;

2. All of the municipalities and/or county within the Zone have approved the Operating and
Financial Plan for the provision of transit service within the Zone (PUC 130259);
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3. Local Transportation Zones, the regional operator and municipal operators do not compete or
unnecessarily duplicate services, but assist each other to provide the maximum level of transit
service to the general public at the lowest cost (PUC 130262);

4. The geographical shape of the Zone reflects jurisdictions with similar transit problems and
goals (PUC 130259(c»;

5. The Zone size reflects the economies of scale of transit systems (PUC 130259(c»;

6. The Zone configuration and services reflect established arid projected subregional Patterns of
travel (PUC 130259(c»;

7. The Zone contains at least one major trip generator and a large percentage of short and
medium length trips (PUC 130003);

8. The local Transportation Zone is coordinated with the regional transit operator and other
carriers (PUC 130003);

9. No new routes or route extensions are planned by the Zone which compete with or divert
patronage from a route of the MTA or an existing included municipal operator (PUC 99280 and
99221);

10. Adequate provision has been made for all MTA employees who are or may be displaced, or
whose wages, hours, place or conditions of employment are or may be ad\lersely affected by
Zone implementation (PUC 30754, Article 51 of the MTA and UTU labor agreement); and

11. The Zone does not substantially divert or reduce the patronage or re\lenues of the system
operated by the MTA(PUC 30637).

D. MTA Action

Based upon findings of C, abo\le, the Authority would approve with eight votes:

-1. Creation of the Zone;

2. Administrative structure of the Zone;

3. Transfer of assets, employees, agreements and systems to the Zone, as may be appropriate;

4. Establish an initial funding level for the Zone; and

5. Direct staff to prepare a contract with the Zone.

E. Contract

A contract will be the contracting document between the Authority and the Zone. The contract will
be used until such time as the Zone becomes an included operator (though the financial plan.and
MTA subsidy calculation will be renewed annually). After the Zone becomes an 'operator' under
the Formula Allocation Procedure, a contract will no longer be necessary. The contract will include
the following provisions: creation, definitions; general provisions; conditions; description of services;
assurances; administrative structure; powers of authority; funding (and payments); reporting
requirements; MTA monitoring; and cancellation.
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F. Monitoring

MTA will periodically and formally advise the Zone of how service is doing, at minimum measured
against:

1. Success Criteria;

2. Transit performance measurement programs; and

3. Regional service, fare and other policies.

G. Final Determination

After at least three years and once the Zone has satisfied all criteria related to becoming an
included operator, the MTA will make a final determination regarding continued operation,
including:

1. MTA review of report on results of Success Criteria Analysis (Section II.H);

2. MTA determination that the MTA is no longer responsible for service performance of routes
transferred to the Zone under third party agreements (e.g., any court order);

3. Regionally significant routes will continue with exlra-ordinary coordination (e.g., service,
schedules, fares, customer information) with the regionally significant network as demonstrated
by formal agreement on these lines between the Zone and the MTA if any are transferred to
the Zone;

4. The Zone will continue to accept transfers from all other MTA funded general public operators,
and accept MTA passes and tokens for reimbursement as indicated by formal agreements;

5. The Zone is able to fUlly meet all requirements of an included operator (e.g., federal and state
reporting, local contribution if required); and

.6. Hold Public hearing(s) to affirm public support.

H. Failure to Meet Success Criteria

If the success criteria described in Section II.H. are not satisfied, the Authority may, at its discretion,
withdraw funding from the Zone, or may allow the Zone to continue operation on an Interim basis.
Should funding be withdrawn from the Zone, MTA will transfer the funding back to the existing
operator(s) of the service prior to zone creation and work with the Zone and the existing operator(s)
to provide a minimum level of service. The level of service shall not be less than the minimum
service criteria described in MTA comprehensive service policies.
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APPENDIX I

LEGISLATNE AUTHORITY

CREATION OF ZONE

Section §130261: The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority may establish local
Transportation Zones only in those areas where the Authority determines by eight affirmative votes of the
voting members, that the MTA orthe inclu,ded municipal operator(s) cannot otherwise provide adequate
and responsNe local transportation services in a cost effective manner.

Section §130003: As used in this division "local Transportation Zones" means cities or unincorporated
areas which contain at least one economic center or major trip generator in which there is a large
percentage of short-_ and medium-length transit trips. The local Transportation Zones shall be
coordinated with the MTA and other included operators as appropriate relative to consumer need and
effICient operations.

FUNDING AUTHORITY

Section §99285<O: Eight affirmative votes of the \/Oting members, or designated alternates, shall be
required in order to establish or change the criteria for admitting new included municipal operators for
eligibility for funds allocated under Article 4 (see Section (e) for Federal Funds).

DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDELINES

Section §130259:

c. In adopting the guidelines, the Authority shall take into account, among other things, the geographical
shape of the proposed zone, (e.g., is it contiguous and appropriate size) economies of scale of transit
systems, and established and projected subregional patterns of travel.

d. The guidelines shall provide for a method of governing each local Transportation Zone; shall provide
for the establishment of multicounty zones; and shall authorize each board, under specified conditions,
to provide transit service itself, through a joint poYJers agreement or any other cooperative
arrangement, or by contract with a public transit operator or a private common carrier.

Section §130262: The Authority shall require full cooperation and coordination between the regional
operator, the municipal operators, and the local Transportation Zones in such matters as schedules, routes
and eJeChange of transfers. The Authority is also empowered under this Section to "ensure that regional
operators, municipal operators, and local Transportation Zones do not compete or unnecessarily duplicate
services, but assist each other to provide the maximum level of transit service to the general public at the
lowest possible cost.II

APPROVAL BY AFFECTED JURISDICTIONS

Section §130259(b): It is particularly important that the County, Cities, and other local entities be involved in
establishing local Transportation Zones.

Section §130263: The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority shall not reduce, by order
or by reducing funding, the size of the service areas under the jurisdiction of presently existing included
municipal operators, the level of services they provide, or the scope of their operations, without first
consulting with the operators and securing the approval of the municipalities within which they operate.
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APPENDIX II

MTA
PRE-APPLICATION TRANSPORTATION ZONE

1 Date: 2 Contact person:
Name, title, phone no.

3 Name of jurisdictions within zone:

II Name of operators within zone:

II Map(s) enclosed showing: Citieslcountywithin Zone; Zone boundary;
existing service; service to transferred Zone; and service to be
Restructured if a licable. R ionall . niflCant routes to be

6 List by Line # of RSHs for routes to be transferred to Zone:
identified.

Line #
Annual RSHs to
be Transferred

Annual Weekend RSHs
to be Transferred

Service Type DAR;
Express; Local

Service or
Regionally
SignifICant

7 Proposed Date of Service Implementation:

Note below if phasing different for lines.

Line # Scheduled Date of Transfer
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1 Date:

3 Proposed zone date:

APPENDIX III
TRANSPORTATION ZONE APPLICATION

2 Contact person:
Name, title, phone no.

4 Name of jurisdictions within zone:

=:ID Name of transit operators currently in zone:

:§]Square miles within zone:

7 Operation & financial plan attached (section VII)? Transition plan, mitigation plan and transfer of assets,
employees, agreements and systems, if any, all included?

:=m If yes to #7, has all affected jurisdictions listed in #4
Endorsed it?

=:IDAttached copy of each jurisdictional approval of #7

J]]Has Section N (Criteria #4) been satisfied? _ If yes, list
Reference page number in operational & financial plan. _

JIIList reference page # of proposed administrafule structure _

JID Has 5% Prop A Local Return Commitment been identified? List
Page # reference _

J]1List reference page # for summary of consultation efforts with
Affected transit operator. _

=:HI Will new service be accessible?

JID Does applicant agree to contract for service through a competitive
Selection process?

J§] Does applicant agree to comply with Section IX
Assurances and Understandings?

JlJ Does the Plan include one economic center? List Reference Page.

]!I List the reference page for number of transit trips (to #17 above)
as a percentage of the total transit trips within the zone:
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,LOS ANGELES COUNlY FUNDING ESTIMATES

FISCAL YEAR 2001

IFUNDING PROGRAM

TOA

L..---_DRA_ F_T_]

FY20011

Estimated Gross Receipts
Reservesl
(=) Net Revenues

PROPOSITION A

Administration

Article 3

ArtIcle 4

Article 8

Pedes1rian & Bikeways

Bus Transit
Interest on Article 4

TransltlStreets & Highways

2.00%

92.68%

Subtotal:
5.32%

2~,282,OOO

254,282.000

5,000.000

4,965,640

230,107,758
4,000,000

234,107,758
13.208.602

PROPOSITION C

STA

Estimated Gross Receipts
(-) Reservesllnterest
(=) Net Revenues

Administration

locaJRetum

Rail Development

Discretionary
Transit 95% 0'40"'-

- Prop A capped at CPI
• Prop A growth over CPI

Incentive 5% of 40%

Estimated Gross Receipts
(-) Reserves
("') Net Revenues

Administration

RaillBus Security

CommutBr RaH

localRetum

FreewaysIHlghways

Dtecretfonary

5%

25%

35%

40%

1.5%

5%

10%

20%

25%

40%

506,183,000

506,183,000

25.309,150

120,218,<163

168.305,848

182,732,063
162,761,184

19,970,879
9,617.477

506,289,000

506,289,000

7,594,335

24,934,733

49,869,467

99,738,933

124,673,666

199,477,866

Estimated Gross Receipts
Reserves

(:c) Net Revenues

Bus Operators PUC 99314 Rev Base Share
Intarest

PUC 19313 Population Share
Subtotal:

26,130,000

26,130.000

13,381,000
. 400,000

13,781,000
12,749,000

Total Funds AvaBable 1,292,884,000

NOTE: Preposition Po. C and TOAISTA Tax Revenues are based on assuntIons plepared by MTA's budget office.

OJ .. 38
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FY 2001 Summary of Transit subsidies
FIXED ROUTE OPERATORS ESTIMATED FUNDING LEVELS • INCLUDED &ELIGIBLE OPERATORS

DRAFT

Bu.Syatem
Local Improvement Bus I TOTAL

Fedlrallnd Federllind Fonnula FOlTIllIIa Formula ZllIO-lare Foolhil Trenslt DllIaIli:lnlllY Plan Security
Stale FW' Stlte FAP AlIocItlon Equivalent Equivalent Compensallon Transit 5erW:e Base Overao~log Enhancement I OPERAliNG
Sublatal SUbtotel Prooedure Fundi (la) Funds 11bl 12J Mltlgatkm ExpenaJJn RestructUring Relief (6)

Prop A
TOA Mk:le4 STA Prop A40% Dtaaliionary Prop A I Prop A

Prop C40% I ALL
Plus In18ml Aul Interest Dlscrellonary Allow CPt IncenUve Intslllsl PropC 40% Prop C40% PropC40% PropC 40% SOURCES

FYOO Inlllrest

Prop A 1 Prop C

INCLUDEp OPERATORS

Ataldla $ 302,988 $ 17,835 $ 247,041 S • $ -I $ • s ~__ L "._$~_ ~$ 14,854 I 682,6981 4.517 1 13.550
Claremont 77,357 . -~-4;554 63,On . :. -- ---.- , . • • . 144,987- m 1153 3480
COIrmIroe 208,335 12,148 m,3~ . '. 381,871 S 3,481 • 170,000 - . 897,222 2878 8835
CulverClly 3,428.738 201.719 2,381,378 . ._=. . .:...j__67~1_0__.1§3,882 • 1.!i.ill. .__.__., __.~~.?~ 47804 143411
Foolhll lM6U47 084108 10,472,699 _. .. ·_L(M85,3821 22M23 1,361,000 629,5~L .--1.iJ~Ml~ 210229 630688
Gardenl -!!34,912 243,406 U73,513 . .: . f 89.758 m,ooo . 119,305 .__ .----1ll!~ 57663 173 049
LIMirlda 165J80 9,189 121,007 • ..:. __._•..L-. . . .-:_ _ 291,935. 2322 6966
l.oni Bed 14,651l90 862,8-46 ~186,274 • . . • I 247,263 1,555,000 •__ 580,~? ._.• 28,069,3~ 204480 B1H39
Monlebtllo .,207,321 247,669 2,923,837 . • • I 70,979 • 776~ 1~!~!! -3ill,048 58 693 176 oeo
!bW&1I 904,651 53,264 628,682 • • . L 15,282 • • 38,260 .'. ----16-40,114. 12620 31861
RtdorwloBeach 49,185 2,895 _ 40,105 . • . $ • • . bH4 94,359 733 2200
Santa Monk:a JQ23,430 886,710 10,231,890 • .. __: . .' $ 248,390. ..: • 541,~L lM1b.i1i 205395 816186
TOITII1C8 1m~12 223~ _..._.1.635,07t, . • . J_.~~l 551,490 494,000 163,644 .__7J~~~Q3 52,697 158.690

Sublolallncluded 81,708,211 3,832,519 42,953,968 -I 361,871 (2,908,449) 2,961,975 2,801.362 2,332,168 ·1 113,843,631

E

ELIGIBLE OPERATQRS II. b) IA-tS+C). D-+E

ABC 0

t
Allleklpe Valey _ . 140,478 1,658,583 ..-JJ99,061 $ 2,130 26-4,000 32~L__..__ 2097,722
SentlCllrtla . . • 181,B11 2,144,233 2,325,6-44 . $ 2,753 138,080 _~l?~ ._. _ 2,501,4~~==~~~;~::;;-;~
~~~trSC..."eIeS 3,123,6-40 183,888 2,17W,ll W~l $ 50,730 1,696,644 101,997 7.528,2131--,;,~rt---:,m.n-

_. 2307,399 135,827 160;1.I~ -4,U40,1I47 - --. . ·~;046;G4!.

.Sublolll Eligible 5,431,239 641.805 7,577,649 13,650,693 55,614 2,296,724 169,326 16,174,356

QlliEB.
,ClyofL)!1't'lOOd Trolley 1._ 14I.QQQ . .

MTABusl~ 172,399,640 1(),!4B,481 __...D.MQW8 J 2.908.449 7,871,800 ~11.!35,4B61 2,405,014 I 7,215,042

TOTAL S 239.538,996-. 14,422,805 T 170,338,833$\3.650,693-l ·1 S 361,871 S 5516'14 $5,407,699 f- 2,801.362 $ 10,373,292. $ $ 443.153,4741 3,375000 I 10,125,000

111,bl Thel8l\1nds are allocated by bmlil b' foolhl BSCP HrW:e, ~DOT SerW:e.lnd to Eligible C+'eraloflln lieu of 5ecI1on 9, TOA, 5TA and Prop A40%Olscrellonarylunds.
I\Ind 8OlIIt81 I/'t (11) prop AgrooMh OWl' InllItlon IIld (lb)lnoenllve lunds.The dlrtlntllCl btl 9th ovr cpland Illylble oprts aml)v.ill revert 10 Prop c 40.

121 Ab:ated 81 pili of FAP 10 Commel'Cl I' oompenullon lor havng Z8IO p....nger revenull.
(3I,b,c) Alx:Iled uq the FW' ClbIlallona· pre·Olat ARide COIT8CIIonllncludlng AVTA, SC, ~DOT
141 Fundilg.aurc:t Is Propoeillon C40'lo OIIctItIoMty fund.
15) Seolurily ab:albllo be detennlled after recl8~ security ptan updates !rom Ihl operalora,

o
C)
(

c.u
CO

?/IMYJ q,4lI;P.\J



FY 2001 BUS TRANSIT FUNDING PERCENTAGE SHARES
MTA STRATEGIC PLANNING AND POLICY

I DRAFT

V.hlel. Sum
S.rvlc. MII.e P....ng.r Ba.. IIO%VSM+ FAP Shar.. FAP Share Propoeltlon ~

(VSM! R.v.nu. Par. Far. Unll. 110"1. VSM 50% F,rll Unite 110% F,r. Unit. (No DAR CaDI (with DAR caDI B,.. Share
0

TDA ARTICLE 4, STA, and PROPOSITION A
Includ.d ODlcatora
Arcadia 331,000 89,000 0.75 118,667 165,600 59,333 224,833 0.151781% 0.129414% 0.15178

Cler.mont 80,800 25,510 0.75 34,013 40,400 17,007 67,407 0.038754% 0.033043% 0.03875·

Commerce 261,000 . . - 130,500 - 130,500 0.088098% 0.088137% 0.088091

Culv.r City 1,138,027 1,917,9047 0.60 3,196,578 569,0104 1,598,289 2,167,303 1.463110% 1.463744°k 1.463111

Foothill 6,8604,8704 10,978,063 0.90 12,197,848 3,432,337 6,098,924 9,531,261 6.434396% 6.437184% 6.43439<

G.rd.na 1,348,200 1,941,100 0.50 3,882,200 674,100 1,941,100 2,615,200 1.765478% 1.766243% 1.76547

L. Mlr.d. 167,856 63,323 1.00 63,323 83,928 31,662 115,590 0.078033% 0.066533% 0,07803

LonllStich 6,272,222 11,042,052 0.90 12,268,947 3,136,111 6,134,473 9,270,584 6.258417% 6.261129% 6.25841

Mont.btllo 1,618,000 2,778,000 0.75 3,704,000 809,000 1,852,000 2,661,000 1.796397°A, 1.797115% 1.79639

Norwalk 501,000 386,000 0.60 643,333 250,500 321,667 572,167 0.386260% 0.386428% 0.38626

R.dondo SlIch 58,000 15,000 1.00 15,000 29,000 7,500 36,500 0.024641% 0.021009% 0.02464

Santa Monica 3,831,400 7,396,400 0.50 14,792,800 1,915,700 7,396,400 9,312,100 6.286444% 6.289168% 6.2864~

MTA~ue Ope * 73,387,523 195,327,309 1.35 144,686,896 36,693,762 72,343,448 109,037,209 73,609206% 73,641105% 73.6092e

Tim'nce 1,845,600 2,213,100 0.75 2,950,800 922,800 1,475,400 2,398,200 1.616985% 1,619687% 1.6189f

148,129,853 100.00% 100.00% 100.e

PROPOSITION AGROWTH OVER CPI AND PROPOSITION A INCENTNE FUNDS
ellglbl. ORtr.10r,
Antelope Valley 1,431,000 1,703,000 1.00 1.703,000 715,500 8111,500 1,567,000 ' N/A 1.019360% f .01904

santa Clarita 2,417,000 1,226,000 0.75 1,634,667 1;206,500 817,333 2,025,833 N/A 1,317839% 1.3174"

Foothill • BSCP 1,272,329 1,609,344 0.90 1,788,160 636,165 894,080 1,530,245 N/A 0.98561<4% 0.98530

l.ADOT 2,204,747 2,087.484 1.10 1,897,713 1,102,374 9<18,856 2,051,230 N/A 1.334360% 1.3339:

*MTA Itallilies exclude. Green Line Ihuttle. + BSIP lervlce+cOflsent decree servlcel.

Calculallon of Miligatlon of Foothill Transit Impact II aUache<! 88 Table 4-4
TOOcap for DAR opefalora. 0.25% for Arcadia, Claremont, La MIrada, and Redondo Beach

c;;;
('

~
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DIAL-A-RJDE CALCULATIONS

Arcadia
Claremont
La MIrada
Redondo Beach

SUM
DAR CAP
Exceeds cap

DAR CorTeCtions (Not includIng AVTA, SC, LAOOT)
Uncorrected Share of DAR

Share Pool
0.1517812% 51.7656142%
0.0381543% 13.2173078%
0.0780325% 26.6133201%
0.0246405% 8.4037580%
0.2932086%
0.2500000%
0.0432086%

Correction for
CAP

0.0223672%
0.00571100k
0.0114992%
0.0036311%

Corrected
Share

0.12941400/0
0.0330433%
0.0665333%
0.0210094%
0.2500000%

. Uncorrected Share of Non Correction for Correc1ed .
Share DAR Pool CAP Share

Commerce 0.0880984% 0.0883575% 0.0000382% 0.0881366%
Culver City 1.4631100% 1.4674126% 0.0006340% 1.4637440%
Foothill 6.4343957% 6.4533174% 0.0027884% 6.4371841%
Gardena 1.7654780% 1.n06698% 0.0007651% 1.7662431%
Long Beach 6.2584173% 6.2768215% 0.0027121% 6.2611294%
Montebello 1.7963968% 1.8016795% O.OOOn65% 1.7971753%
Norwalk 0.3862602% 0.3873961% 0.0001674% 0.3864276%
Santa IIonIca 62864438% 6.3049304% 0.0027243% 6.2891681%
MTABusOps 73.6092063% 73.8256695% 0.0318991% 73.6411053%
Torrance 1.6189849% 1.6237459% 0.0007016% f6196865%

99.7067914% 99.7500000%

0.2824468%
0.0025

0.0324468%

DAR Corrections (Include AYrA. SC,lADOT)
Uncorrected Share of DAR correction for Corrected
Share Pool CAP Share

0.1462103%
0.0373319%
0.0751685% Not App/icable for AVTA. SC. LADOT Calculation
0.0237361%

Arcadia
Claremont
La Mirada
Redondo Beach

SUM
DAR Cap
Exceeds Cap

Unconected Share of Non Correction for CorT'8Ct8d
Share CARPool CAP Share

Commerce 0.08486485%
Culver City 1.40940851%
Foothill 6.19822991%
Gardena 1.70067854%
Long Beach 6.02871055%
Montebello 1.73046253%
Norwalk 0.37208304%
Santa MonJca 6.05570841%
IITABuaOpa 70.90748011%
Torrance 1.55956228%
AmIope Valey 1.01902848% 1.02191484% 0.00033158% 1.01936006%
santa Clarita 1.31741025% 1.321141n% 0.00042867% 1.31783892%
Cky of Los Angeles 1.33392575% 1.33710405% O.()()0434()4% 1.33435979%

99.71755320%

NOTE: caledblS to the share vatues are necessary due to the irflIosition through the TDA guidelines
cI a 0.25% cap on the share cI flSlds excIlJBiIdy cI DiahArRide cpetaros.

Ou .. 41
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MI'" Fy 2001 FOOTHILL
MITIGATION

Foothill a Zone L.v.'
MItlIl.tJon

It TPM Audited Lev.1a R'Qulr.ment

TDAArUcle4 ITA Total.FAP TDA ArtIcle 4 aTA Total· FAP Delta
Arcadia 297.792 11,317 3f!5.11l9 297.192 17.317 315.109 ·
C.....mont 78,036 4,422 80.4111 78,035 4.422 80,457 ·
Commerce 206,099 11,985 218,084 202,809 11.794 214,603 3,481
Culv.rCIty 3,422,822 199,041 3,821,863 3.368,189 1911,864 3.564,052 57,810
!'oathUI 11,329,809 658.828 11,988,437 14,812,<460 861,380 1M73,820 (3,685,382)
Gardena 4.130,186 2-40,175 4,370,361 4,064,262 236,341 4,300.603 69.758
1.1 Mirada 153,098 8,903 162,001 153,008 8,903 162,001 -
Long leach 14,841.038 8151,391 115,4\)2,429 14,407,304-4 837,802 15,245,148 247,283
lion_bello 4,202.018 244,381 4,448,899 4. 13S.440 240,480 4,375.920 70,1179
Norwalk 903,823 52.M7 1I!56.170 888,200 51,708 9-40,908 111.262
ltHondoleach 48,344 2,811 111,115& 48,344 2.811 61,1156 ·
Santa Monica 14,705.803 885,204 15,1561,807 14.·471.8&t 841,554 16,313,417 248,390
MTABuI Ope' 172,202,811 10,013,7151 182,2UI,282 16~M53,896 9,883.916 179,307,812 2,908,449
Torrance 3,787,"78 220,248 4,007,724 3,727,024 218,730 3,943,7155 __63,969

Subtotlllincluded Opntcn 3,665,382

Ante. Valley . 138,630 138,ll3O . 136,-401 136,401 2,130
Santa Clarita . 179,093 179,093 . 176.3-40 176,340 2,753
City of La. Ange'.. 3.118,408 181,339 3.299.748 3,070,485 178,M1 3,2049,016 eo,730

SLblotll Eligible OpntOl'8 eo,614

NOTES: TOTAL (1) 3,7.ro,996

METHOOOI.OGY ADOPTED BY 80S IN~ 19911

EUGIBLE OPERATORS MI11GATION INCREASE THE FUNDS ABOVE 100%.

FY 2001 FOOTHILL
U\TIr,ATION

7/1 R/IYl Q Ii" P/o.A
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* Total funding is 90% of Prop C 5% Transit Security for FY 2001
uMTA operations data Includes unlinked passengers for bus and rail



FY 2001 AliOeAnONS OF DRAFT
PROPOSITIONS A & C LOCAL RETURN, and TDA ARTICLE 3

PopuIldSon Population Proposltfon A PropolJftIon C lOA
DOF Report t8 E-l a%cf local R8tum Local Return ArtIeIe 3

9!! Dated 1199 ~ Est!na1e E!Umft! Erimat!

AGOURA HILlS 21,900 0.2244% 269.821 223.856 9,473
ALHAMBRA 91.800 0.9388% 1.128,565 936,311 39,623
ARCADIA 53,200 O.~% 655,455 543,796 23,013
ARTESIA 17,000 0.1742% 209,45Q 173,769 7,354
AVALON 3,570 0.0366% 43,984 36,492 1,544
AZUSA <45,700 0.'4684% 563,050 "57,133 19,768

BAlDWIN PARK 76,300 0.7820% 940,060 779,918 33,005
BEll 37,700 0.3864% 464,486 385,359 16,308
BEllFLOWER 07,600 0.6928% 832,871 690,989 29,242
BEU. GARDENS <45,300 0.04643% 558,122 <463,045 19,595
BEVERlY HU..lS 34,550 0.3541% 425,676 353,161 14,945
BRADBURY 940 0.0096% 11,581 9,608 407
BURBANK 105,300 1.0792% 1,297,357 1,076,349 <45,549

CAlABASAS 20.100 0.2060% 247,644 205,457 8.695
CARSON 91,900 0.9418% 1.132,261 939,3n 39,753
CERRITOS 57,500 0.5893% 708,433 587.750 24,873
CLAREMONT 35,.wo 0.3628% 436.1"8 361,849 15,313
CCIlM:RCE 13,250 0.1358% 163,248 135,438 5,732
COMPTON 96,800 0.9921% 1,192,632 989,464 41,873
COY1NA 41,550 0.4873% 585,843 486,043 20,569
CUDAHY 25,350 0.2598% 312,327 259,121 10.966
CULVER CITY 42,250 0.4330% 520,544 431,868 18,276

D&AIIOND BAR 58,300 . 0.5975% 718,290 595,927 25,219
DOWNEY 101.100 1.0361% 1,245,610 1,033,417 43.733
DUARTE 22,650 0.2321% 279,061 231,522 9,798

ELIIONTE 118,600 1.2155% 1,461,220 1,212,298 51.303
ELSEGUNOO 16,650 0.1706% 205,138 170,192 7,202

GARDENA 58,800 0.6026% 724,-450 601,038 25,435
GlEHDALE 199,200 2.0415% 2,454,259 2,036,170 86,107
GlEHDORA 53,200 0.5452% 655,455 543.796 23,013

HAWAIAH GARDEJIS 15,050 0.1542% 185,425 153,837 6,510
HAWTHORNE 19.700 0.8168% 981,950 814,672 34,476
HERImSA BeACH 19,.wo 0.1988% 239,019 198,302 8,392
HIDDEN HI..lS 2,020 0.0207% 24,888 20,6048 874
HUNT1NGTON PARK 62.900 0.6446% n4.964 642,947 27,209

INDUSTRY 690 0.0071% 8,501 7,053 298
INGl.EWOOD 120,100 1.2308% 1,479,701 1.227,630 51,951
IRWtNDALE 1,190 0.0122% 14,661 12,164 515

LA CANADA-FUNTRIDG 20,850 0.2137% 256,884 213,123 9,019
LA HABRA HEIGHTS 6,800 0.0697% 83,7SO 69,508 2,941
LAKEWOOO SO,100 0.8209% 986,818 818.761 34.649
LAIIIRADA 48.800 0.5001Y. 601,244 498.821 21,109
lAHCASTER 130,100 1.3333% 1,602,907 1,329,848 56,2n
LAPUEHTE 41.800 0.4284% 515,000 .427,269 18,081
LAVERNE 34.000 0.3484Y. 418,900 347.539 14,707
u.wNDALE 30.600 0.3136% 3n,010 312,785 13,237
lOMTA 20,750 0.2127% 255,652 212,101 8,976
lONG BEACH 452,900 4.6415% 5,579,989 4,629.424 195,910
lOS AMGEl.£S CITY 3,781.500 38.7547% <46,590,262 38,653,489 1.859,208
LYNWOOO 68,500 0.7020% 843,960 700,189 29,631

IIAUBU 12,950 0.1327% 159,551 132,371 5,602
IllAHHATTAH BEACH 35,350 0.3623% 435,532 361,338 15.291

Fy01U1dma1al :PqUatian Page: 1 d2 t1~:{t.~



FY 2001 ALLOCATIONS OF I DRAFT I
PROPOSITIONS A & C LOCAL RETURN. and~A~nCLE 3

Population Population ProposItIon A Proposition C TDA
DOF Report 98 E·1 as%of Local Return Loc:aI Return AItIcIe 3

CITY Dated 1/99 County E.stimabJ Estima1e EstlmatB

MAYWOOD 30,100 0.3085% 370,849 307,674- 13,020
MONROVIA 40,550 0.4156% 499,599 414-,491 17,541
MONTEBELLO 64,300 0.6590% 792,213 657,258 27,814-
MONTEREY PARK 66,600 0.6825% 820,550 680,768 28,809

NORWALK 103,500 1.0607% 1,275,180 1,057,950 , «,771

PALMDALE 120,100 1.2308% 1,479,701 1,227,630 51,951
PALOS veRDES ESTATES 14,550 0.1491% 179,264 148,726 6,294
PARAMOUNT 56,000 0.5739% 689,952 572,417 24,224
PASADENA 142,500 1.4604% 1,755,682 1,456,597 61,641
PlCO RIVERA 63,900 0.6549% 787,285 653,169 27,641
POMONA 145,400 1.4901% 1,791,412 1,<486,240 62.895

RANCHO PALOS VERDES 44,350 0.4545% 546,418 453,334 19,184
REDONDO BEACH 66,800 0.6846% 823,015 682,812 28,896
ROLUNG HILLS 2,040 0.0209% 25,134 20,852 882
ROLLING HILLS ESTATES 8,625 0.0884% 106,2G5 88,162 3,731
ROSEMEAD 56,700 0.5811% 698,577 579,572 24,527

SAN DIMAS 36,950 0.3787% 455,245 377,693 15,ge3
SAN FERNANDO 24,450 0.2506% 301,238 249,921 10,576
SAN GABRIEL 41,100 0,4212% 506,376 420,113 17,779
SAN MARINO 13,900 0.1425% 171,256 142,082 6,013
SANTA CLARlTA 147,000 1~% 1,811,125 1,502,595 63,587
SANTA FE SPRINGS 16,300 0.1671% 200,825 166,614 7,051
SANTA MONICA 94,200 0.9654% 1,160,598 962,887 40.748
SIERRA MADRE 11,600 0.1189% 142,919 118,572 5,018
SIGNAL HILL 9,125 0.0935% 112.425 93,273 3,947
SOUl1f EL MClHTE 22.500 0.2306% 277,213 229,989 9,733
SOUTHGATE 94.400 0.9675% 1,163.062 964,932 40,834
SOUTH PASADENA 25,750 0.2639% 317,255 263,210 11,139

TE,JJPJ..£-crrY 34,350 0.3520% 423,212 351,117 14,859
TDRRNCCE 145,800 1.4942% 1,796,340 1,490.329 63,068

VERNON 85 0.0009% 1,047 869 37

WALNUT 32,850 0.3367% 404.731 335,784 14,210
WEST COVINA 106,500 1.0915% 1,312,141 1,088,615 46,068
WEST HOLL"'tWOOO 38,550 0.3951% 474,958 394,948 16,675
WESTlAKE VILLAGE 8,500 0.0871% 104,725 86,885 3,677
WHITTIER· 85,300 0.8742% 1,050,945 871,914- 36,898

UNINCORPORlIn'ED LA COUNTY 1,017,000 10.4227% 12,530,027 10,395,504- 961,314

TOTAL 9,757,535 120,218,463 99,738,933 4,965.640

Poputatioo estimates are based (J'l State at CcIIifOrrta Department at FlOilr1Ce's 01/1199 data

IDA Mide 3 estimates include 85% Local AIkx:alial and 15% St¢emealaI AIIocatioo to the City r:J L..Os Arlge'es
and Los Angeles Carty

Or.
1) ... 53
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REVENUES

Proposition A Disc. Incentive

TOTAL

EXPENSES

$ERVlCE REPLACEMENT:
FoothiI- Bus Service Continuation Project

SUBTOTAL

TRANSmoN FUNDING PR1ECTS:
City of LA - Bus Service Continuation HlCentrai City ShUUle
santa Clarita - Local Faced ROUI8

Va/ei - Local FIXed Route
I SUBTOTAL

I
SUBREGIONAL GRANT PROJECTS:

Avalon Ferry Subsidy I
Bowl Shuttle SeMce

I SUBTOTAL

VaIe/, EJderty & Disabled
west Covina & LA COUntv Ekierty & Disabled
Culver . allo$ Angeles

Gardena, Hawthorne lOt LA County
Glendale and La Cana1a

Par1t, South Gale lOt LA County

and LA County
Ci tv of LA-Harbor and LA County
C' tv of LA - Hills & LA I"OU(Jly

City of LA-5an FernandoVallet & LACountv
Monrovia lOt LA County
Pasadena. San Marino and LA. County
Pamana Valet Transit .8derty lOt Disabled
PamanaV*'! Transi General PubIc
Rancho PaIoa Vefdes, RHE. fIVE and LA. COUntY - PV Transit
Rancho Palos Verdes, RHE. PVE lOt LA CountY - DAR
Redondo Beach and Heililosa Beach
santa CIarta and LA DiakHUie

SUBTOTAL Inc:entive Prqeds Only

TOTAL EXPENDITURES

FY '00 - TOTAL INCENTIVE PROGRAM REVENUES
FY '00 - TOTAL INCENTIVE PROGRAM EXPENSES

SHORT FALLIBALANCE
-City of West hoIIywood's share = S 258.739
- City of Bevet1y Hil's shale = $ 98.953
-city of LA-HoIyoM)odfwiIshi shar8= S 1,056,352
Subregional pc ograms esca'a'ed by a CPt fA 2.80%
A Portion of theBaiance wi! be used to reimburse !he Prcp C~ account

PROPOSED % of
FY 2001 Revenues

S 9.617,477

S 9.617.477

$ -
$ - 0.0%

S - 0.0%
S - 0.0%
$ - 0.0%
S - 0.0%

$ 250,000 2.6%
$ 525,000 5.5%
$ 775,000 8.1%

$ 284,736 3.0%
$ 67,404 0.7%
$ 69.960 0.7%
$ 155.474 1.6%
S 109,805 1-1%
S 79,139 0.8%
$ 143,722 1.5%
$ 51.499 0.5%
$ 1,414.044 14.7%
$ 294,aIT 3.1%
S 87.123 0.9%
$ 176.17-4 1.6%
$ 275,659 2.9%
$ 190,877 2.0%
$ 6.373 0.1%
$ 33,000 0.3%
$ 156.~10 1.6%
$ 235.157 2.4%
S 3,831.930 39.8%

$ 4.606,930 47.9%

$ 9.617,4IT 100.0%

$ 4,606,930 47.9%

$ 5,010.547 52.0984%



Senate Bill No, 1101

CHAPTER 1080

An act to amend Sections 130051.12 and 130110 of, and to add
Section 130051.24 to, the Public Utilities Code, relating to
transportation.

[Approved by Governor September 30, 2000. Filed
with SccretaryofState September 30, 2000.]

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SB 1101, Murray. Transportation: Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority: transportation zones.

(I) Existing law requires the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority to establish retirement benefits for
employees in a bargaining unit represented by a labor organization
in accordance with a collective bargaining agreement

This bill would include in this requirement employees in any
organizational unit of the authority that is in a bargaining unit
represented by a labor organization.

The bill also would require retirement benefits for employees of
the authority and any organizational unit of the authority in a
bargaining unit represented by a labor organization that was created
on or after January 1, 1999, for the purpose of representing
managerial employees or supervisorial employees, _to be established
pursuant to a collective bargaining agreement between the authority
or any organizational unit of the aufhority and that labor
organization.

(2) Existing law authorizes the authority, as the successor entity
to the Los Angeles County Transportation Commission, to establish
transportation zones, as defined, only in those areas where the
authority determines by a majority vote that the authority or the
included municipal operator cannot otherwise provide adequate and
responsive local transportation services in a cost-effective manner.
Existing law also requires the authority to establish organizational
units, including an organizational unit with the operating
respOnsibilities of the Southern California Rapid Transit District
relating to exclusive public mass transit guideway projects and the
operation ofbus routes.

This bill, as to any transportation zone, as defined, approved on or
after January 1, 1999, that assumes any of the operating
responsibilities of the district, as specified above, on or after that date,
would require the transportation zone to assume and be bound by the
terms and conditions of employment set forth in any collective
bargaining agreements between the authority and any labor

92



Ch. 1080 -2-

organizations affected by the creation of the transportation zone as
well as the duties, obligations, and liabilities arising from, or relating
to, labor obligations imposed by state or federal law upon the
authority, except as specified.

The bill would require, for a period of 4 years, commencing with
the date of transfer of service by the authority to the transportation
zone, or at the expiration date of any collective bargaining
agreement that is in effect during that 4-year period, whichever is
later, that employees of the transpo~tion zone, together with like
employees of the authority, constitute appropriate collective
bargaining units. Upon expiration of the specified period, employees
of the transportation zone, at the option of the transportation zone,
would be authorized to constitute appropriate collective bargaining
units that are independent of the collective bargaining units of the
authority.

The bill would require the authority to retain, for the period
specified above, the power of final approval of labor contracts
negotiated by it and the transportation zone with those labor
organizations representing collective bargaining units consisting of
both employees of the authority and the employees of the
transportation zone. Upon expiration of the specified period, the
authority would have no final approval power over any labor contract
negotiated between the transportation zone and a labor organization
representing the employees of the transportation zone.

The bill would require the transportation zone "to maintain, as a
cosponsor with the authority, any retirement system established and
maintained as specified, until participation in the retirement system
or retirement benefits is modified under the collective bargaining
process. The transportation zone would be authorized to appoint at
least one member to the retirement board of the retirement system.

The bill would require the transportation zone to maintain the
health care provisions contained in any assumed collective
bargaining agreement, until those provisions are modified through
the collective bargaining process. The bill would provide that the
transportation zone may not be held liable for financial obligations
to any health care provider that arose prior to the direct transfer of
employees from the authority to the transportation zone.

The bill would specify that the transportation zone is not an
organizational unit ofthe authority.

To the extent the provisions of this bill would impose additional
duties and responsibilities upon local governmental entities, the bill
would impose a state-mandated local program.

(3) The California Constitution requires the state to reimburse
local agencies and school districts for certain costs mandated by the
state. Statutory provisions establish procedures for making that
reimbursement, including the creation of a State Mandates Claims
Fund to pay the costs of mandates that do not exceed SI,OOO,OOO
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-3- Ch. 1080

) statewide and other procedures for claims whose statewide costs
exceed $1,000,000.

This bill would provide that, if the Commission on State Mandates
detennines that the bill contains costs mandated by the state,
reimbursement for those costs shall be made pursuant to the,se
statutory provisions.

The people ofthe State ofCalifornia do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 130051.12 of the Public Utilities Code is
amended to read:

130051.12. The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority shall, at a minimwn, reserve to itself exclusively, all of the
following powers and responsibilities:

(a) Establishment of overall goals and objectives.
(b) Adoption of the aggregate budget for all organizational units

ofthe authority.
(c) Designation of additional included municipal operators

pursuant to subdivision (f) of Section 99285.
(d) Approval offmal rail corridor selections.
(e) Final approval of labor contracts covering employees of the

authority and organizational units ofthe authority.
(f) Establishment of the authority's organizational structure.
(g) Conducting hearings and the setting of fare~ for the operating

organizational unit established pursuant to p3tagraph (2) of
subdivision (a) ofSection 130051.11.

(h) (1) Approval oftransportation zones.
(2) In determining the cost-effectiveness of any proposed

transportation zone, the authority may not approve or disapprove a
transportation zone based upon consideration of rates of wages and
other forms of compensation or hours and working conditions of
employees ofthe proposed transportation zone.

(3) Any determination of efficiencies that may be derived from
the approval of a transportation zone shall include consideration of
maintaining the prevailing rate of wages, hours, and other terms and
conditions of employment contained in current collective bargaining
agreements applicable to the authority as required under subdivision
(d) of Section 130051.11.

(4) A proposed transportation zone is not required to demonstrate
lower operating costs than those of the existing operator or operators
of the service to be transferred to the zone, but shall demonstrate that
the net cost will not be greater than the current service.

(i) Approval of the issuance of any debt instrument with a
maturity date that exceeds the end of the fiscal year in which it is
issued.

(j) Approval ofbenefit assessment districts and assessment rates.
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Ch. 1080 -4-

(k) Approval of contracts for transit equipment acquisition that
exceed five million dollars ($5,000,000), and making the findings
required by subdivision (c) of Section 130238.

SEC. 2. Section 130051.24 is added to the Public Utilities Code, to
read:

130051.24. (a) For the purposes of this section, the following
terms have the following meanings, unless the context requires
otherwise:

(1) The "authority" is the Los. Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority.

(2) A "transportation zone" is a public agency or a public benefit
corporation of which public agencies are the sole members
established on or after January 1, 1999, that assumes any of the
operating responsibilities described in paragraph (2) of subdivision
(a) of Section 130051.11 on or after that date, regardless of whether
the transportation zone is an included municipal operator, as defined
in Section 99207, or an included transit district, as defined in Section
99208.

(b) (1) Except as authorized under paragraph (2), a
transportation zone shall assume and be bound by the terms and
conditions of employment set forth in any collective bargaining
agreements between the authority and any labor organizations
affected by the creation of the transportation zone as well as the
duties, obligations, and liabilities arising from, or. relating to, labor
obligations imposed by state or federal law upon the authority.

(2) Notwithstanding paragraph (1), if the' authority is engaged in
collective bargaining with labor organizations representing
employees who are subject to transfer to the transportation zone
between the date of approval of the transportation zone and the date
of the transfer of service to the transportation zone, the authority
may consult with the transportation zone regarding matters within
the scope oflabor representation.

(c) (1) For a period of four years, commencing with the date of
transfer of service by the authority to the transportation zone, or at
the expiration date of any collective bargaining agreement that is in
effect during that four-year period, whichever is later, employees of
the transportation zone, together with like employees of the
authority, shall constitute appropriate collective bargaining units.
However, the transportation zone may be a separate employer for
other purposes.

(2) Upon expiration of' the period described in paragraph (1),
employees of the transportation zone, at the option of the
transportation zone, may constitute appropriate collective
bargaining units that are independent of the collective bargaining
units of the authority.

(3) If independent bargaining units are established as authorized
under paragraph (2), the transportation zone may enter into
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-5- Ch. 1080

agreements with labor organizations as a separate employer,
regarding wages, benefits, and other teI'IllS and conditions of
employment.

(4) The transportation zone shall maintain single employer
collective bargaining WIits for transportation operations and
maintenance employees. Those bargaining wtits shall contain
classifications for 'employees that are identical to those that existed for
the joint collective bargaining Wlits of the authority and the
transportation zone under paragraph (1), unless modified by mutual
agreement between the transportation zone and the affected labor
organizations.

(d) (I) The authority shall retain, for the period described in
paragraph (1) of subdivision (c), the power of final approval of labor
contracts negotiated by it and a transportation zone with those labor
organizations representing collective bargaining wtits consisting of
both employees of the authority and the employees of the
transportation zone. However, the authority may not grant any final
approval of a labor agreement unless it has first consulted with the
transportation zone.

(2) Upon expiration of the period described in paragraph (1) of
subdivision (c), the authority shall have no final approval power over
any labor contract negotiated between a transportation zone and a
labor organization representing the employees of the transportation
zone.

(e) (1) A transportation zone shall maintain, as-a cosponsor with
the authority, any retirement system established and maintained
under subdivision (b) of Section 130110, until participation in the
retirement system or retirement benefits are modified under the
collective bargaining process.

(2) The transportation zone may appoint at least one member to
the retirement board of the retirement system. If the size of the board
is increased pursuant to this section, an equivalent number of
representatives of the labor organization representing the
employees shall be appointed to the board to ensure that the board
maintains an equal number of employer and labor organization
members.

(3) Prior to the transfer of any service to a transportation zone, the
plan administrator for the retirement system shall permit the
transportation zone to perform an actuarial financial examination of
the assets and liabilities of the retirement system and the benefits
accrued under it.

(4) The liability of the transportation zone for obligations WIder
the retirement system shall be limited to benefits accruing to
employees ofthe transportation zone.

(f) (1) The transportation zone shall maintain the health care
provisions contained in any assumed collective bargaining
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agreement, until those provisions are modified through the collective
bargaining process.

(2) The transportation zone may not be held liable for financial
obligations to any health care provider that arose prior to the direct
transfer ofemployees from the authority to the transportation zone.

(g) Labor relations in a transportation zone shall be governed
under Article 10 (commencing with Section 30750) of Chapter 4 of
Part 3 of Division 10, except that whenever a duty or power is
imposed upon or granted to· the auth~rity under those provisions, the
duty or power, for the purposes of this section, shall be deemed to be
imposed upon or granted to the transportation zone as well as the
authority.

(h) Nothing in this section prohibits a transportation zone from
contracting for managerial services that are not provided by any
classification ofany bargaining unit

(i) A transportation zone is not an organizational unit of the
authority.

SEC. 3. Section 130110 of the Public Utilities Code is amended to
read:

130110. (a) For employees of the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority not in a bargaining unit
represented by a labor organization, the authority shall establish
retirement benefits pursuant to Article 1 (commencing with Section
30400) and Article 2 (commencing with Section 30430) of Chapter
4 ofPart 3 of Division 10. . .

(b) Retirement benefits for employees of the authority and any
organizational unit of the authority in a bargaining unit represented
by a labor organization shall be established pursuant to Article 3
(commencing with Section 30450) of Chapter 4 of Part 3 of Division
10.

(c) Retirement benefits for employees of the authority and any
organizational unit of the authority in a bargaining unit represented
by a labor organization that was a:eated on or after January 1, 1999,
for the purpose of representing managerial employees or
supervisorial employees, shall be established pursuant to a collective
bargaining agreement between the authority or any organizational
unit of the authority and that labor organization.

SEC. 4. Notwithstanding Section 17610 of the Government Code,
if the Commission on State Mandates determines that this act
contains costs mandated by the state, reimbursement to local
agencies and school districts for those costs shall be made pursuant
to Part 7 (commencing with Section 17500) of Division 4 of Title 2 of
the Government Code. If the statewide cost of the claim for
reimbursement does not exceed one million dollars ($1,000,000),
reimbursement shall be made from the State Mandates Claims Fund.
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